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Don't Forget to Vote BEFORE AUGUST 20TH

May we continue to prayfor the

for all of your Favorites in Murray &
Calloway County.

438th Alilitaq Police Company
aid theirfamilies luring their time ofservice.
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Plenty of'new'
with local
CASA agency
By ERIC WALKER
EditOr
New is the bum word for CASA these days.
There's a new board chair for the Coun ppointed Special
Advocates talthough its her fourth go-around as chair). a new office
location (in the Maple Cniter), four new faces on the hoard, and a
new area that the youth advocacy organiration oversees (Marshall
County).
And a new director too.
"I feel so blessed to have this opportunity," said Karen Daniell,
CASA new executive directot. "I'm ready to roll up my sleeves.'
Darnell's been doing plenty of that. Wednesday, she and chair
Donna Herndon were putting finishing touches on CASA's new
office.
Were so pleased to have someone with a oominitttnent to children, especially children in special circunistaneft. and with the education and professional background," said Herndon I think that
will be an asset to CASA."
CASA was developed in 1977 by a judge in Washington to make
sure children and their information were represented in ,..ases of
dependency.. abuse and neglect and that the child's hest interests
were taken into account by the court system.
Daniell, the wife of Kenny Darnell, recently retired front education. where her focus had been on special education and the Mun-ay
Learning Academy dealing with dropout prevention Those arras
have had a special draw on her and serving children.
"I've been waiting for a door to open and this seemed like a perfect match for me," she said. "I've been a strong advocate for students and I'm thnlied to continue as an advocate.

•See Page 2A

ERK: WALKER.tedger & Tones
Karen Darnell. the new executive director tor Court Appointed
Special Advocates (CASA). sits at her new desk in the
agency's oThce in the Maple Center at the corner of Maple and
3rd streets.
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Additional
properties
targeted
by board

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The
Calloway
County
Property Protection Board is
targeting more properties in the
county for destruction even as
they mil% e to collect costs
incutred for remmal of abandoned trailers on Alford DON'e.
Jim Stahler, who was elected
by. other board members to
SCINC as chairman during a
meeting at the Calloway
County Courthouse Monday,
said the group discussed several
county properties that may have
to be condemned as a threat to
nubile health and safety.
Stabler
said
County
TOM BERRYladiger& Tines
Environmental Planner Alicia
Sgt Apnl Wade of the 436th Military Police Co in Murray sits in a vintage Jeep on display Tatters will soon contact land
today iThursday) at the National Guard Armory as part of a Victory in Japan World War II cel- owners by mail advising them
ebration. The event is sponsored by the Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 6291 to commemo- of the hoard's decision.
rate the 63rd anniversary of the end of World War II
"We're mainly concerned
about the ones that have a roof
falling in or something like that
with the doors missing or open
so children can get inside where
they may be hurt.- Stabler said.
-Something has to be done and
if the owner's won't do it we
have to."
Tabers said Wednesday
morning that she is sending out
cisme out and see.By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Photos of WW II vets taken at the gathering several letters to homeowners
affected by' the hoard's recent
Victors over Japan Day. or"VA Day- as it was may be used to create a poster in the near future
"We hope we can get a lot of World War 11 vets and past decisions.
known on Aug. 14. 1444S, will he celebrated in
"We have to let them know.
Murray. today by a gathering of Woad War II and to be in the picture- Foley said. -They're disapother veterans at the National Guard Armory on peann fast and this will be something that could that there are certain things they
must do or we'll take action."
be a keepsake in years to come."
Ky. 121.
V-J Day celebrates the U.S. victory. over Japan she said. -We have one that we
Dave Foley,commander of Veterans of Foreign
Wars Post 6291, invites all veterans, families, that officially took place on Aug. 15, 1945 tAug. contacted. He OWIts IWO properfries& and the public to gather at the armory at 3 14 in the U S t when the Japanese announced sur- ties we're looking at. He told us
he was going to do some things
p.m. The event, featuring a display of WWII render.
HOWCN er it was on Sept. 2. !94.5. that Japanese and he did not. We're probably
memorabilia, will continue until 7 p.m.
Foley said veterans are encouraged to partici- Ernperor Hirohito formally surrendered to U.S. going to lust to take action on
pate in some picture taking and fellowship. The fort.ves beneath the giant In-inch guns of the U S. one of them, but not the other
event will include a chsplay of a vintage Jeep. a Navy battleship USS Missoun.
Meanwhile.
Country
At the time, President Harry. S. Truman
U.S. Anny ammunition carrier and many other
declared Sept. 2 as V-1 Day: however the term has Attorney David Harrington is
displays of interest to veterans_
-Of course we invite all the veterans and the also been applied to the actual day of Japan's sur- moving on to recover taxpayer
dollars used to destroy and
public to come out, but especially the World War render.
V-1 Dav. which same about three months after remove ahandoned trailers on
11 vets for some picture taking." Foley said.
"We'll have lots of military items on thsplay. I V-E Day.. or Victory in Europe Day. malted the
think it will he very interesting for anyone to official end of World Vk ar

Murray Armory hosting
'V-J Day'event today

•See Page 2A

Calloway Start! Heart Walk Kickoff takes step toward $75,000 goal
Staff Report
Step to. step by step, the
American Wart Association is
fighting heats disease and
stroke, taking the fight to
Kentucky's number-tine arid
number-three killers in many.
ways.
According to Sarah Keith.
American
the
Heart
Association's regional Heart
Walk director, one of- the most
visible fights is the Calloway.
County Stan' Heart Walk
The annual 2008 Calloway.
County Stan Hears Walk Team
Captain Kickoff, held this morning at Murray State University 's
Curris Center, was the place to
be to learn about the American
Heart Association's largest
fundraiser, Keith added
The Team Captain Kickoff,
ntormationaI hour-long
an
breakfast allowed pre-registered
teams to receive packets providing tools for walker recruitment
and fundraising. The Kickoff
was open to the public interested
in forming a Heart Walk team.
"We want people to come out
and he a pan of life-changing
opportunities, and although this

is a number one kinet it is the
number one preventable disease
with education and research,"
she said, adding that organizers
were hoping for 30-40 teams
participating in this year's walk.
Keith said the Calloway
County. event will be held
Saturday, Oct. 18, at Murray
State University. Registration
starts at 8:30 a.m. when teams
begin arriving at the Regional
Special Events Center for team
photos, fun activities and more
Opening ceremonies are slated for c/20 a.m. and the I- to 3mile walk will start at 9:30 a.m.
Keith outlined recruitment
instructions this morning and
urged those in attendance to set
goals of 10-to- 15 people per
team "They can he friends.
family or co-workers. We want
500 people or more out there
walking that day.
She also recommended teams
participate in "wrap- around'
fund raisers, described as simple
events at wort and other places
which can be designed to help
raise funds for the AHA.
Keith also told the group
about the local walk's With cite
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GREG TRAVIStedger & Teses
chairs Drs Randy and Ronda Dunn. nght, president and first lady of
Loca! Heao. Walk
Murray State University. are pictured with Emily Heath rleft). and her son Kash Heath Kash
Heath wrIl be the poster child survivor featured at this years Heart Walk Also pictured is Jenna
Heath (second from leftl. Kashs aunt, who is a senior at MSU The Heaths are from
Symsonsa
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and how online tools can help
them with fund raising.
"There wall be a new
'Lifestyle Change' award this
year," she added. -If you know
someone who has quit smoking,
got off medications or lost
weight, you can nominate them
for this award."
Local Heart Walk co-chairs
are Di".. Randy and Ronda
Dunn, president and fira lady of
Murray State University. Dr.
Randy Dunn thanked the group
for the leadership each member
was showing.
"This is a very MINIUM
CAM." he said.
Dr Ronda Dunn added that.
of the S75,000 goal, the local
csimmunity has ahrady raised
Si 3,000.
"And we haven't really starlet" she said
She urged teams to set higher
goals and "push ourselves a little more"
"We're ready to kick this
thing into gent I think we'll
exceed our goal of $75.000,"
she said.
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Trigg man
drowns in
LBL area,
KSP says

Photo provided
SIGN IN PLEASE: Alice Rouse signs her name to a BMW dunng Saturday's BMW Ultimate
Drive Supporting Susan G. Komen for the Cure event at Bluegrass BMW in Paducah. The
effort was to raise awamess and funds for the fight against breast cancer. Rouse, a breast
cancer survivor, is joined by Phyllis Owens, Beverly Duke and Mitzi Cathey of the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Radiology Department.

III Additional properties
From Front
Alford Drive owned by the late
Jesse Imus of Calloway County
and Debra Wyatt of Puryear.
The trailers were removed by
the county earlier this summer
because they had been classified
as a threat to public safety under
a new ordinance adopted in
December by Calloway County
Fiscal Court.
The structures were the first
properties condemned under the
new regulations.
"They're gone and what
Das id Harrington will do is
send them a bill after fiscal
court meets next week and (the
demolition contractor) is paid."
according to Tabers. if they

don't pay the bill, he will place
a lien against the property."
If billing, a lien or other collection processes are unsuccessful. Hanington said previously
that the land may be auctioned
by the county to the highest bidder to recover costs. If the land
cannot be sold, litigation is possible.
'The bill for destroying the
two Alford Drive properties
amounted to about $1,600 each.
Other than Stabler, members
of the property protection board
include Calloway residents Joe
Dan Tayloi. Bill Rogers and
newly-appointed member Lon
Cooper. Cooper was appointed
by Calloway County Fiscal

Court last month to replace forDennis
Chairman
mer
McDaniel, who resigned the job
because he was planning to
move outside the county.
Any county resident may
report potentially dangerous
board.
the
to
property
Complaint forms are available
in the environmental planner's
office at the Calloway County
Courthouse as well as the
Calloway County Sheriff's
Department office. The property
protection board meets quarterly
to consider and investigate complaints.
For more information about
the board or board meetings.
contact Tabers at 759-3549.

Staff Report
Kentucky
CANTON. Ky.
State Police as investigating the
death ot a Tngg County man
who drowned at Devil's Elbow
area at Land Between the Lakes
Wednesday afternoon.
William L. Lisch, 74, of
Cadiz was tying his boat to the
dock about 2:10 p.m. when the
rope broke and he fell into the
water, according to a KSP
report. Lisch reportedly tried to
swim after the boat that had
begun to dnft from the shore.
but became distressed and
shouted to his wife on the dock
that he wasn't going to make it.
His wife flagged down a
passing motorist who called
911. Another boater, who was
also asked for assistance, took
them out on the water to search
for Lisch. however no contact
was made. The boater then went
back out on the water later and
began to drag the water and
found Lisch's body.
KSP Trooper Billy Over was
assisted at the scene by
Kentucky Fish and Wildlife officers, Trigg County EMS and the
Trigg County Rescue Squad.

PoliceLogs
Murray Police Department
--Criminal mischief was reported at 423 South 9th St Friday at
7
7 54 a m
-Sparks iron) an electrical outlet in Franklin College was reported
at 830 am
-A traffic accident with iniunes was reported on Ponertown Road at
12 17 p m
-A stolen bike was reported at 1629 Farmer Ave. all:22 p.m
-A then was reported to the police department at 5.07 p.m.
-A hit-and-am accident was reported at 1521 Oxford Dr Saturday
at 11 seam
-Criminal mischief was reported at 641 North Storage at 12
p.m
-A hit-and-run accident was reported at 707 Murray Place at 3 33
p.m
-A dnve-off was reported at Pockets at 4 20 p m
-Cnminal mischief was reported at 519 South 11M St at 1051
p.m
-A burglary in progress was reported at 1626 Main St at 11 43
pm
-A hit-and-run accident was reported to the police department
Sunday at 7 36 p m
-An air unit was reportedly on fire at 1311 Roberson Road at 739
p.m
Murray State University Police Department
-Possible theft of keys from Facilities Management was reported
Monday at 10 59 a.m
— Information is obtained from reports
logs arid citations from venous agencies

Fundraising ideas form
for local skatepark plan

Banks said the effort ha;"
By TOM BERRY
been positively received by:
Staff Writer
Volunteers supporting con- local businesses contacted sif
struction of a skateboarding far.
"We've got some donationsfacility at Chestnut Park have
already begun to collect dona- all ready. I think that as we get,
tions and are planning several more people on board and get it
events soon that they hope will rolling along a little more that it
will be more successful," she
help them raise about $30,000.
Aleshia Banks. owner of said.
Banks said the committee is
ECS Racing and Skate Shop on
Chestnut Street, was recently seeking support from anyone..
chosen as chairman of the interested in the project.
"We need help from anybody
County
Calloway
Murray
Skatepark Committee, which is that would be willing to come
The headline for the Red
Cross Blood Drive at Wal-Man
out and help," she said, pointing.
spearheading the fundraiser.
on Friday from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Banks said committee mem- out that each meeting draws
had the wrong location listed
bers and volunteers met at the more youngsters and adults.
on Wednesday.
"We tend to get all the same
Public
County
Calloway
The Murray Ledger & Times
Library Tuesday to move the people that have supported us
strives to ensure accurate and
effort forward and were expect- from the beginning. but there
fair reporting: however mising to collect more donations are always some new people in
takes occasionally occur. It is
the crowd that come and are,
soon.
the Ledger's policy to correct
"Right now we're getting our interested," she added.
errors. To report a news misParks Director Matt Martin
take or error, please call 753planning together for the
1916.
fundraising phase. We want to said this morning that the:
act our part of the money raised Murray-Calloway County Parks.
so we can get everything mov- Board of Directors fully support
the private fundraising effort by.
ing forward." Banks said.
Several ideas have been pro- the committee.
NOTICE
"We're behind them all the
posed to raise the funds, includ• The City of Murray
ing trash-pickups in the city and way,- Martin said. "We wish
Public Works Committee will
meet at 5:30 p.m. today
county where volunteers can them luck. The ball is in theit:
(Thursday) in the council
earn up to $6 per hour per per- COW.chambers in City Hall to disHowever the committee
son under a state beautification
cuss and review bids for a
program, car washes, roadside getting some help. 'The City of
front end load garbage truck.
collections and solicitation of Murray has pledged $20,000 o.
• The Calloway County
voluntary donations from pri- 25 percent of the estimated
School Board will meet at 6
p.m. at the Day Treatment
vate individuals, groups and $80.000 total toward paying foF
Center on 2003 College Farm
the park and the parks board is.
businesses.
Road. Items on the agenda
Also in the planning stages is expected to match that amount..
include recognitions. 2007-08
an event at Chestnut Park where Calloway County Fiscal Court:
NCLB results, levy of tax
a temporary skate park would be has indicated it will also considrates for school year 200809, phase II construction
set up for skateboarding young- er a donation if requested by the
project, a superintendent's
sters. The event could also fea- committee and within budget
report and executive session.
ture a cookout and other fun restrictions.
III The City of Murray
Dunng a July meeting, the
activities to draw a crowd and
Personnel
and
Finance
parks board selected Chestnut
Committee will meet at 5 p.m. raise money for the cause.
"We're hoping to have a Park as the most probable site:
in the council chambers in
City Hall to discuss the tax
skate day in the park where for construction after considerrates for 2008. the vehicle tax
maybe we could set up some ing other possible sites.
rate fnr 2009 and to discuss a
Those wanting to get,
temporary ramps." Banks said.
rescue unit for the fire depart"We think maybe that could Involved in the effort or wank It
ment.
help us raise some money. make a donation may contact'
IC The Murray City Council
will meet at 630 p.m. in the
That's one of the things we Banks at ECS Racing and Skate'.
council chambers in City Hail. talked about to help get things Shop on Chestnut Street or call
Items on the agenda include
994-1595.
going."
the reappointment of Cindy
Reichmuth and John Resig to
the Architectural Review
Board and appointing Amber
DuVentre to the Planning
Commission.
The
American
Heart'
From Front
The
Murray
•
Association is a volunteer-driv-'
of
Board
Independent
Emily Heath and her six- en organization, and those wher
Education is scheduled to
month-old son. Kash, were also chair its local events are leaders:
meet at 7 p.m. in the central
introduced Keith said Kash in the community.
office boardroom of the
For more information. con-,
Heath will be the poster child
Administration
Carter
survivor featured at this year's tact Keith at 270-247-3267.
Building. On the agenda for
Heart Walk.
the meeting is final approval
and payment for parking lot
construction at Murray High
School, declaration of surplus property, various personnel and other reports from
Superintendent Bob Rogers
From Front
concerning the beginning of
the 2008-09 school year and
"It warms my heart to be able to reach out and serve."
an executive session to conAccording to information provided by the local CASA ottik.e.
sider action on pending taigathey have 19 active volunteers who are currently serving 37 chil,
dren in both Calloway and Marshall counties. Those vounteers stay
•A special-called meeting
with their assigned case throug the entire court procedure, provide
the Calloway County
reports and may also be called to testify in court.
tscal Court's Transportation
In the previous year. they represented 69 childnn.
Committee is scheduled for
Part-time volunteer coordinator Cindy Graves said those inter-'
2.30 p.m. on Friday in the
ested in volunteering for CASA are welcome to contact the agency,
courthouse conference room
On the agenda for the meet- (761-0164).
ing is consideration of bids
"We couldn't exist without our volunteers,- Graves said.
tor Calloway County Road
They explained that volunteers would go through more than 30
Department equipment
hours of orientation and that at least two classes for volunteers are:
III The Murray-Calloway
held each year One is expected to be held this fall.
County Parks and Recreation
Calloway-Marshall CASA, which is celebrating its 10th'
Boord of Directors is schedanniversary this year. is also preparing for a weekend retreat that
uleo to meet at 7 p m on
will include a visit Friday by Kentucky CASA director Alex
Monday in the Chamber of
Blevins and a retreat Saturday.
Commerce conference room.
On the agenda for the meetHerndon also noted new CASA board members Karen Guthrie.
ing is consideration of vanKeith Travis. treasurer Ken Shadowen and Melanie Thompson..
us reports and a presentaThey will join vice-chair Peg Munke, secretary Michelle Hansen.
tion by a representative of
Mark Anderson, Jennifer Apple, Jean Bennett. Phil Hazle, Mark
osi Inc.
Kennedy. Ron McGregor, Paul Philbees Paul Randolph, Amy Roos.
III To report a Town Crier
Wendy Swans, Martin Tracy and Bill Wells
lem. call 753-1916
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Ledger tile photo
A backhoe operator from Andrus Excavating destroys an abandoned, dilapidated trailer home
belonging to the late Jesse Imus on Afford Drive last month. The property was removed as a
threat to public safety by the Calloway County Property Protection Board. The board is currently examining other property that may pose a safety nsk to Calloway Countians.

CENTURY 21's TOUR OF HOMES
Mt Connie M CENTURY 21 Loretta Jobs Reeitons - 301 N 12th St.
Saturday, August 16th 1:00 p.m.
& Saturday, August 30th 1:00 p.m.
1:10-1:20
1:30-1:40
Magnolia
1611
102 N. 18th Street 1:50-2:00
2:10-2:20
79 Gregory

Itrivst lita 1541 Canterbury

Arson 30t1; meet Connie at CENTURY 21
195 Wrather Rd. 1:10-1:20
91 Joseph Drive 1:30-1:40
202 Wells Purdom 1:50-2:00

3 BR. 2 BA, FP, Fenced Yard
3 BR, 2.5 BA, Quick Possession
Split BR, Fenced Yard
Just Outside of City Limits

Loretta Jobs Realtors
3 BR, 2 BA 30x40 Workshop
3 BR 2 BA Owner Financing
3 BR. 2 BA, Warranty

University Square

21.

Y
Onikir

....www.mow•wo
Loretta Jobs Realtors'

301 North 12th St.. Murray
270-753-1492
Connie's cell 270-227-0794

•Heart Walk ...

▪ CASA agency ...
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KeituckylnBrief
Gov. continues to
tout higher Ky.
cigarette tax
at

9

1
by
ser

get,
I it
it it
she

LOUISVILLE Ky (AP) —
Gov Steve Beshear says he'll
keep pushing for a higher state
cigarette tax as a way to raise
needed revenue and improve
the health of Kentuckians
The governor made a pitch
for additional state revenue in
remarks Weenesday to the
Louisville Forum a nonpartisan,
public issues group He's been
making simian comments in
other stops around the state
Beshear says that budget
cuts resulting from a massive
revenue shortfall are reducing
human services and threatening
to hurl the quality of life in
Kentucky
The state faces a $900 million revenue shortfall over the
next two years
Beshear said his top goal
would be to create more state
revenue to offset those cuts
He mentioned the cigarette
tax and casino gambling as two
options Both proposals were
blocked in thus years legislative
session

Beshear says he's
out to change
Transportation
Cabinet
LOUISVILLE, Icy_ (AP.[
Gov. Steve Beshear says he
administration is making funda
mental changes in the wizi
Kentucky awards highway con
tracts The governor says its
part of an effort to end a "culture
of corruption" he says existed al
the Transportation Cabinet for
years.
Beshear has made similar
comments at other stops ',comments
His
Kentucky.
Wednesday in Louisville come
amid a federal probe into allegec
improprieties in awarding high
way contracts under his prede
eessor's administration
Beshear says his administra
non is devising new ways to an
iyze single bids for highway pro;
acts. He says the cabinet is also
reviewing hundreds of projects
looking for the most coseeffec
tive ways to build roads are
bridges.
He says the efforts could lea,:
to the biggest change ever tr,
now Kentucky's government
operates.

Ky. Supreme
Court hears
Comair plane
crash case
FRANKFORT, Ky.. (AP) —
Kentucky's highest court considered a lawsuit Wednesday stemaeadliest
the
ming from
American plane crash since
2001, with lawyers clashing over
whether Lexington's airpor
could be sued for damages.
Comair asked the Supreme
Court to overturn a Fayette
County judge's ruling last August
that Blue Grass Airport can't be
sued because it enjoys sovereign immunity as a branch of the
Lexington government.
The airline contends the airport is partly responsible for the
2006 crash that killed 49 people
for not adequately notifying
Pilots of a construction project
that diverted planes on the taxiway. The doomed Comae jet
took off in the pre-dawn darkness from the wrong runway —
a general aviation stnp that was
Zoo short for a proper takeoff.
Kevin Henry, an attorney for
Blue Grass Airport, told the justices the airport is under Me control of the Fayette County government, which he called a subdivision of the state. A 1 986
precedent found the airport was
governmental and therefore
immune from lawsuits, and the
lower court judge cited that case
in his decision to throw out
Comair's suit
This airport runway is nothing more than a county road for
airplanes,' Henry said.
But Comairs attorney. Ed
Stopeer, warned the justices that
if they disallowed a lawsuit
against the airport. it would shelter from liability practically every
organization even loosely connected to a local government

smoking ban to 32 months after
it was implemented in 2004
The report said the average
decline in asthma visits was 22
percent
UK nursing professor Ellen
Hahn said it shows a relationship between the ban and the
decline
However Hahn said it cannot
be positively stated that the ban
was responsible for the decline
Hahn says her study was partially funded by an institute
established as a result of a class
action lawsuit against the tobacco industry

PARIS Ky (API — Kentucky
State Police are investigating the
death of an inmate earlier this
year at the Bourbon County Jail
Police executed a search
warrant at the jail on Tuesday
The Lexington Herald-Leader
reported on its Web site
Daniel Trimble 28, was found
dead in his cell on Feb 15
coroner
County
Bourbon
Rosemary Kitchen says an

flight period for the emerald ash
borer ' Townsend said
The newspaper reported on
its Web site Wednesday that
researchers are paying special.
attention to northern Kentucky,
because the tree-killing bug has''
been found in nearby Ohio counties
The traps part of a survey by
of
Department
US
the
Agriculture. were placed in May
Most were put north of Interstate..
64 with a focus on the northern Kentucky counties of Boone.-t
Kenton and Campbell

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS. Ky
-- Kentucky officials have
started retneving thousands of
traps that were set out to catch a
destructive insect if it crossed
the border into the stale
So far researchers haven't
found any emerald ash borers
But University of Kentucky
extension entomologist Lee
Townsend said they are still
looking
Townsend told The Kentucky
Enquirer that about 10 percent
tne 3.600 traps nave been
recovered so tar
This should be the end of the

autopsy showed that Trimble
died of -asphymat'on due to
hanging " Held on assault
charges he had been at the jail
since August 2007
Stale police Sgt Bart Taylor
says officers are also investigating other alleged improprieties at
the jail but would not be more
specific
Jail officials declined to comment Wednesday

No tree-devouring
bugs found so far
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5 DAYS ONLY - August 14 through August 18. 2008
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Study: ER asthma
visits down after
smoking ban
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
University of Kentucky study
shows hospital emergency room
visits for asthma problems
dropped sharply after Lexington
banned smoking in public
places
in
Courier-Journal
The
Louisville reported Thursday that
the study examined visits to the
emergency rooms of four
Lexington hospitals. lo ,king at a
penod of 40 months before tee
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probed in death
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IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. It does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Telephone
polls
There is less reason this election year to trust
political polls.
The reason for skepticism: More and more
Americans are using cell phones exclusively, either
abandoning or never beginning the use of traditional landline telephones, and as a result are
unlikely to be included in most public opinion
polls.
Consider this. The percentage of cell-only house
holds in the United States has nearly doubled
since early 2005, from 7.8 percent to 14.5 percent
of all adults the last six months of last year,
according to the latest Pew Research Center survey. That's up from only 0.4 percent reported in
2000. In addition, 22 percent of all adults live in
households with both wireless and landline phones
but say they get all or most of their calls on cell
phones.
As a result of the spreading, ubiquitous cell
phone usage, the percentage of younger potential
voters included in polling statistics has declined
steadily and promises to keep dipping as more
and more people go wireless. ...
Of course, public opinion polls never have been
worth much more than a snapshot of the nation's
preferences on the day they were conducted. They
seldom are a reliable tool for predicting the outcome of an election. Just look back, for example,
at how wrong they've been so far this year in
state primary elections. And observe how volatile
they seem to be even before Democrat Barack
Obama and Republican John McCain received their
parties' formal nominations. ...
But cell-only users are different from their landline counterparts. They tend to be younger, they
are less affluent, less likely to be married or own
a home, and more liberal on political issues,
according to Pew's researchers. Pollsters claim, so
far, that not counting the cell phone users has
only minimal impact on most surveys because
young people tend not to register or vote and that
their impact is only slight or modest because their
preference mirrors that of their age group still tied
to landline phones. ...
The challenge to voters is to disregard poll
results, listen to the candidates and base a final
decision on what they say, not on their ranking in
the polls, and certainly not on their campaign
advertising.
No successful business making an important
decision would allow itself to be unduly influenced by a survey that excluded such a large and
growing percentage of a vital target group of people. Neither should voters.
— News-Enterprise
Elizabethtown, Ky.
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Cold War Redux
Russia-Georgia dispute echoes
tough times during Cold War
WASHINGTON (AP) —
The tensions mounted quickly like a scene from the
Cold War: Russia using force
to put down Georgia, the
United States warning that
the Kremlin's behavior was
"unacceptable."
President Bush denounced
Russia's push in strong terms
and for a nervous few days
it seemed Russia would not
back off. It was determined
to teach Georgia and its proU.S. president. Mikhail
Saakashvili, a lesson about
tampering with two contested
provinces, South Ossetia and
Abkhazia.
It was the kind of sudden, bloody and overwhelming Russian assault that
broke the Hungarian revolution in 1956 and the Czech
uprising in 1968. The rebels
in those two countries had
the implicit support of the
United States, but when push
came to shove there was a
lot of U.S. rhetoric but no
daring intervention for fear
of turning the Cold War into
a hot war.
Moscow made clear time
and time again that it was
in charge of the Soviet bloc
and outsiders should butt
out.
The fact that the Russians
had — and still have — a
massive nuclear arsenal
helped make the West cautious.
In 1948-49. however, the
Russians lost a humiliating
and potentially dangerous
confrontation with the United
States and its allies as it
tried to blockade West
Berlin.
Without resorting to force.
American aircraft airlifted
food and other supplies to
the Berliners, demonstrating
that the Soviet Union could
be resisted successfully.
And in 1962, after a
chilling standoff, Russia

AP NEW
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ANALYSIS

By Barry Sehmekt

AP
President Bush, with Defense Secretary Robert Gates and
Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, walks into the Oval
Office of the White House in Washington, Wednesday after
making a statement in the Rose garden on the Russian
Georgia conflict.
remove its missiles from
capitulated to the United
Turkey, within striking disStates and withdrew its mistance of the Soviet Union.
siles from Cuba. It was
probably the closest the two
The Soviet empire disintesuperpowers had come to
grated in 1991. But old
open conflict during the Cold rivalries persisted.
War.
Most galling to Moscow
Soviet leader Nikita
was the expansion of the
Khrushchev yielded after
NATO alliance, formed iniPresident Kennedy erdered a
tially against the Soviets, to
naval blockade of Cuba, just
Russia's very borders.
90 miles off the American
The Bush administration
coast, and demanded that the currently is bent on employmissiles be dismantled.
ing Poland and the Czech
In a compromise. Kennedy Republic. two former Soviet
agreed to guarantee that the
bloc members, in an antiUnited States would not
missile system.
invade the Soviet-allied counAnd even closer to home.
try and quietly agreed to
U.S. ties to Georgia and its

president raised
iters
Phip
sibilifor
;
tp f NATO m
dem
Georgia. Had Georgia been
admitted, the United States
and other NATO members ,
would have been bound to
defend Georgia against
attack.
By implication, the Russ- ,
ian thrust probably was
intended as a note of caution
to the United States not to ,
encourage former Soviet
states to distance themselves ,
from Moscow.
"The Georgia crisis serves.
as a warning to countries ,
such as Ukraine and Moldo-,
va that they should desist
from petitioning for NATO
entry." said Janusz Bugajski,
a senior fellow at the Center
for Strategic and International
Studies.
In a paper issued by the
centrist think tank, he said.
"Otherwise. Moscow may
;
intervene to protect the
allegedly threatened interests .;
of the Russian population."
Arid Cohen, senior
•
research fellow at the conser-;
vative Heritage Foundation,
said. "Russia, now flush with
cash, wants to rebuild its
19th century imperial sphere •
of influence in the former •.
Soviet Union."
"It also wants to make an.
example out of Georgia to
other NATO aspirants —
what the Chinese call 'kill
the chicken to take care of
the monkey' — so the
Ukrainians will think Russia •,
would use force to prevent '
them from joining NATO."
Finally. Cohen said, Russia wants to control the vital
artery that transports oil and
natural gas from the Caspian'.
to the Black Sea and points
West.
Barry Schweid has covered diplomacy for The Associated Press since 1973.

OUR READERS WRITE
To the Editor.
I was pleased to hear that Gov.
Beshear and his Cabinet members have
-;cheduled Town Hall meetings across
the state. The purpose of these meetings is to bring our state leaders to
local communities and hear the concerns of the people. The meetings are
informal, non-partisan and everyone is
welcome to attend.
A meeting for this area is set for
Tuesday. Aug. 19, at 6 p.m. in the

auditorium of Calloway County High
School.
I sincerely believe our governor, a
native of western Kentucky, is reaching
out to the people here to address our
needs and concerns. His announcement
July 25 that the state would "find"
about $18 million to complete the
much-needed Highway 80 four lane
project is proof that he is interested in
improving the quality of life in far
west Kentucky.

That is $18 million that could have
easily gone to another part of the state.
I hope West Kentuckians will come
to the Calloway County High School
Aug. 19 in great numbers to show
Gov. Beshear and his staff that we
appreciate them coming back to the
area to listen to us.
Sincerely;
Phil Hazle,
Calloway County Jailer

STATE/ NATIONAL
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Ark. Democratic chairman dies in shooting

Obituary
Julius A.(Tony) Payne

.COIN

Julius A. (Tony) Payne, 34, Mayfield, died Saturday, Aug. 9.
2008, at 3:15 a.m. at Kendred Hospital, Louisville.
He was a member of Second Christian Church.
Preceding him in death were his father, Howard
Payne, and one brother, Howard Keith Payne.
Survivors include his mother, Marjorie Payne,
Mayfield; six sisters, Mary Sue Harrison, Murray.
Mary Ellen Stubblefield, Alm% Sandra Lovelace.
Earline Saxton and Rita Saxton, all of Mayfield,
and Karen Saxton. Tupelo, Miss.; three brothers.
Charles Saxton, Tupelo, Gary Saxton, Lexington,
and John Saxton, Paducah; several aunts, uncles.
nieces and nephews.
Payne
The funeral will be Friday at I p.m. at Trinity
New Hope Christian Church. 943 W. Broadway, Mayfield. Rev.
Howard House will officiate. Burial will follow in the Cedar Hill
Cemetery, Cottage Grove. Tenn. Visitation will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
tonight (Thursday) at Mason's Memorial Chapel. 420 E. Water St..
Mayfield

Joseph Denzel West
A memonal service for Joseph Denzel West will be Friday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home,
Murray. John Dale will officiate. Visitation will he
at the funeral home after 10 a.m. Friday.
Mr. West, Auburn. Calif.. fornierly of Murray,
Ky., died Sunday, Aug. 10, 2008. He had resided in
Auburn for the past six years.
A veteran of World War II, he was a member of
the Church of Christ. He had retired as an employee of the Murray Division of the Tappan Company.
Preceding him in death was his wife, Jeanne
Tucker West, to whom he had been married for 62
West
years.
Survivors include one daughter. Dianne
McGarey, Atlanta, Ga.: two sons, Joe West, Lanai,
Hawaii, and James West and wife, Bethany, Auburn:
two grandchildren, Landon and Madison West; one
brother, Paschall West, Lynn Grove community of
Calloway County, Ky.

Paid Obituary
Buddy Lee White
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The funeral for Buddy Lee White was today (Thursday) at II
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Danny Herndon,
Robert Meredith and Hays Grady officiated. Pallbearers were Noble
Knight, Bobby Wade, Rob Enoch, Will Ed Travis,
Charles H. Tidwell and Paul Brandon, active, and
Jim Fielder, Frank Pool, Rex Enoch, Roy White,
Mike Ernstberger and Max Henry, honorary. Burial
was in the Green Plain Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Hospice, Murray-Calloway County Hospital, 803 Poplar St.,
Murray, or Amencan Cancer Society, An. Pat Latimer, P.O. Box
1080, Murray, KY 42071.
Mr. White, 77. Green Plain Road, Hazel, died Sunday, Aug. 10,
2008, at 7 p.m. at his home.
A Navy veteran of the Korean Conflict, he had worked for the
A.N.R. Pipeline Company for 33 years. He was a member of Green
Plain Church of Christ where he served as a former deacon, teacher
for Primary Sunday School Class and was a member of the
Auditorium Sunday School class. He was also a member of The
Concerned Citizen Group.
Born Feb. 23, 1931, in Flint, Mich.. he was the son of the late
Elwood White and Lula Grogan White.
Survivors include his wife, Mary Lovett White, to whom he was
married in 1956 in Gilbertsville; four sons, Samuel White and wife,
Eufracia, Murray. Jeffrey L. White and Brian White, both of Hazel,
and Joel White, Nashville, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Allison
Leighann White. Daniel Labado White and David Pearson White;
one sister, Ann Thompson and husband, David, Hazel; three
nephews, Tony, Kerry and Trent Thompson; sisters-in-law, Freda
Lovett and Pat Lovett Miller; brothers-in-law, Thomas and Harry
Lovett.

Remains of Ky. World
War II pilot identified
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)Howard "Cliff" Enoch Jr. disappeared over what would become
East Germany near the end of
World War II, three months
before his only son was born.
Six decades later, that son,
Howard Enoch 111. is getting to
know his father while planning a
funeral and memorial service for
a man he never met.
"For 63 years. I had no reason to believe I would ever find
out what happened to my
father," Enoch said. "It's been
remarkable."
The Department of Defense
announced Wednesday it had
identified the remains of 2nd It.
Howard Clifton Enoch Jr. of
Marion. Ky. His burial is scheduled for Sept. 22 at Arlington
National Cemetery and a memorial service is being planned for
western Kentucky in October.
It. Enoch was a 20-year-old
pilot of a P-5ID Mustang, a
long-range single-seat fighter
aircraft, that was shot down near
the village of Doberschutz,
Germany. on March 19, 1945.
Lt. Enoch's remains were not
immediately recovered and the
crash site fell behind Soviet
lines when the war ended in
May 1945.
His son. Howard Enoch
grew up in Marion, about 66
miles east of Metropolis, Ill. His
mother remarried and he was
eventually told about his father's
disappearance.
"He had never been there my
entire life," Enoch said. "1 virtually had no hope of ever knowing what happened to my dad."
Enoch, 63, went to the
University of Kentucky, then
later to Boston College to get a
Ph.D. He now lives in
Framingham, Mass. and directs
The E. Paul Robsham Jr. Theater
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Arts Center.
In 2007 he got a call from the
Joint POW/MIA Accounting
Command, the military's cold
case detectives, asking him to
attend a meeting in Hartford,
Conn.. of families with relatives
who went missing in World War
II. After the meeting, members
of the command pulled Enoch
aside.
The military representatives
had news: The remains of It.
Enoch had been found in 2006
and initially identified in 2007.
Officials said the ID was confirmed this year using DNA submitted by relatives of It.
Enoch's mother to a missing soldiers database.
A German researcher, HansGuenther Ploes, who searches
for historic crash sites, found the
spot where It. Enoch's plane
crashed and notified the
Department of Defense. The
military said it sent a recovery
crew to Germany. where it
found the remains.
"It's a tremendous amount of
information," Enoch said. "I
wouldn't say I've processed it. I
think I'm still a little shell
shocked by it all."
Since then, Enoch has been
busy making arrangements to
bury the father he never knew
and trying to explain all the
commotion to his two young
daughters, ages 8 and 6.
The process also brought him
in touch with relatives he never
knew.
One of them is R.C.
Hamilton of Marion, It.
cousin.
second
Enoch's
Hamilton, 82, and the elder
Enoch played together as children and both ended up serving
in the U.S. Army in Europe near
the end of World War 11.

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP
-The man who walked into thr
state Democratic offices claimed
he wanted to support the party as
a volunteer. Instead, he ended up
killing the man who gave the
party much of its passion.
Bill 3watney was gunned
down Wednesday at the height
of state dominance of the
Democratic Party, in the shadow
of the state Capitol where his
public service career began.
A car dealer who served as a
state senator and party chairman, Gwatney was killed by a
man who burst into his office
and introduced himself before
shooting him. There were no
signs that Gwatney and the gunman, who was later shot and
killed by police, knew each
other.
Johnson was fired from his
job earlier Wednesday, though
police don't know why he targeted Gwatney, roundly praised
in state political circles.
"He took the reins of our
party and brought us together in
unity." Rep. Janet Johnson, who
cried outside Democratic Party
headquarters after hearing about
the shooting. "He's a symbol of
pride for all of us in Arkansas."
Witnesses said the gunman
entered the party offices and said
he wanted to see Gwatney about
volunteering. After
being
refused admission to Gwatney's
office, the man barged in and
fired three shots after Gwatney
greeted him.
"They introduced themselves, and at that time he pulled
out a handgun and shot
Chairman Gwatney several
times," Little Rock police Lt.
Terry Hastings said.
The police spokesman said
there were no heated words.
Gwatney, 48, died four hours
after the noontime shooting.
Troopers and Grant County
deputies shot suspect Timothy
Dale Johnson, 50, of Searcy,
AP
after a 30-mile chase south of
Little Rock. Two other weapons A wreath sits in front of the Arkansas Democratic Party headquarters building in Little
were found in Johnson's truck, Rock,Ark. after state Chairman Bill Gwatney was killed by a gunman Wednesday.
police said.
"If he's got a
it's
Moments after the shooting. record,
Johnson pointed a handgun at minor,"
the building manager for the Hastings said.
Johnson
State
Baptist
Arkansas
Convention, seven blocks east lived alone in a
of the Democratic headquarters. small home in
Dan Jordan, the convention's Searcy and had
been
business manager. told The never
Associated Press that when married, said
Call today to hod out more about a crxripentive alternative to other
Johnson
asked what was wrong, Johnson Helen Mowrer,
sayings plans - a fixed awioity bum Woodmen of the World:
told the building manager: "I who lived next
*Competitive interest rates
door to the gunman. Mowrer
lost my job."
•
Earnings compound tax deferred
Conway police said a Target said both of Johnson's parents
•No taxes until withdrawal
store 30 miles north of Little had lived at the house but died in
Rock had fired Johnson earlier the past 10 years.
The interest rate' for August is 6.8%
Mowrer said Johnson kept to
Wednesday because he had writsk4,
• . kra A-km reek.1
rk.
eipak-, isr
mkt.
,
Pl.,* 171.1`,
ten graffiti on a store wall. The himself. "I never felt really com^V`i Nit
e•
•
,s
.kkk.
I. milt
/
age and address provided by fortable with him," she said."He
Conway officers matched those was just kind of different."
Shelia Crouse
Barry Newsome
The Capitol was locked down
provided by Little Rock police
Field Representative Field Representative
for about an hour until police got
for its suspect.
270-753-4741
270-753-3422
According to Conway police word that the shooter had been
secrousedwoodmedcuir, eenewsoinettwoodmen.com
spokeswoman Sharen Carter, captured, said Arkansas State
other store employees said Capitol police Sgt. Charlie
Johnson's body shook as he Brice. Legislators and state
W()OOMEN11
turned in his ID badge. A Target employees milled around the
`1.L'wWORLD
manager had called police Democratic Party headquarters.
W rks,A-anc.e
Democratic and Republican
because of the incident but the
•
0-salkla
A.,....wonernenors
party
officials
said
their
offices
wall had already been cleaned.
A telephone listed under the would remain closed until
Insurance Protection
Financial Security
suspect's name in Searcy was Monday. Wednesday evening, a
featuring
an
elephant
and
busy Wednesday night. Little wreath
Rock police said they could find donkey figures stood outside the
no criminal record for Johnson. Democratic headquarters.
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What's Cookini
Prebuy Gas Sale!
No charge for tank set
Really Cheap First Fill Gas Price
Locked-in Gas Price for 12 months
No charge for swapout of competitors tank
Premium I-10-5 Propane Gas
• Buy a Tank and save more

•
•
•
•
•
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Investments Since 1854
Dou Jones Ind. Asg. _11518.4 1.1.6
Air Products__....... .....90.36 • 11.95
30.77 • 0.51
AT&T,Inc.
28.99 + 0.48
131141T
13.66- 1.04
Briggs & Stratton
- 0.14
Bristol %tiers Squibb
.......70.01 + 0.18
Caterpillar
Ches run Texaco Corp -....85.85 •0.39
Daimler Chrssler ..............60.76 • 1.05
'4.22 • 0.03
Dean Foods
77 59 •0.511
Eixon•MobilC.01 + 0.13
Ford Motor
General Electric.----__29.13 • 0.18
General Nlobirs._.__ 10.66 + 0.40
GlasoSmitbkline ADR ._.47.31 - 0.49
20.94 + 0.07
Goodsear
Hopied Bank'.._.....-11.81 B 11.99 A
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Intel
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\laud .....,....,
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AkDonalds.....---.63.11 + 0.33
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Alicrusoft
.27.64 • 0.27
J.C. refines .........
+ 0.70
Pfizer. Inc........._.............-19.58 - 0.06
Regions Financial ..............&72 + 0.36
Schering-Plough
10.0$. 0.06
Sears Holding Corp
91.01 + 0.86
lime lAarner
15.3$- 0.14
CS Bancorp ...... ...........30.23 +0.19
(ST
...53.00 • 0.88
ellPoint Inc
i5.25 • 0.48
M al- art
.0.18

HILLIARD LYONS
NO ADDED DELIVERY FEE

Calloway County Propane Gas

Flnancial Consultants 11.-R)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square 1 Murray. KY

42071
270 753 3366 / 800 444 1854

3040 Street Route 94 East
Murray, Kentucky
753-7485 • toil free 1-888-272-0559
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Members of MHS Chapter of Future Business
Leaders of America recognized with top honors
Murray High School students. Matthew Parker and
Jacob Bell. received top recognition at the FBLA National
Leadership Conference of the
Future Business Leaders of
America-Phi Beta Lambda •
FBLA-PBLI held at Atlanta.
Ga.
Over 7.500 conference participants from around the country. and the world, were in
attendance for the conference
and the FBLA-PBL Institute
of Leaders.
Parker and Bell together
received fifth place for their
presentation of the MHS FBLA
American Enterprise Project
and Bell claimed eighth in
Impromptu Speaking. Other
MHS students that competed
were Paul Gong. (Accounting
Ii. Kristina Kiefer, (Public
Speaking 1). and Brandon Kipphut. (Introduction to Business
Photo provided
Communications).
Pictured are Matthew Parker, left, and Jacob Bell, who
Cindy Adams. MHS FBLA
co-advisor, said she was very received honors at national FBLA conference.
proud of this group. "This is an American Enterprise Pro- was it fun, but it made a posthe largest group ever to attend ject aimed at promoting finan- itive impact on all who were
from Murray High School and cial literacy in the Murray Inde- involved, students, parents, and
the first time MHS students pendent School District. The teachers."
have placed at nationals," she program was designed to teach
Bell compared the imprompsaid. "We were extremely excit- second grade students at Mur- tu speaking competition at the
ed that two of our students ray Elementary School to save state national conferences by
ranked among the top ten win- money.
saying that the rules and the
ners in their events. Its a valu"We taught the children the difficulty of the prompts were
able experience for FBLA mem- importance of saving money and similar. "The main difference
bers to compete on the nation- how even small amounts can was the number of students
al level, but it's truly a great add up, especially if they start competing in this event, with
accomplishment for them to saving while they are young." around 15 at state and close
emerge as winners."
said Parker who regards the to 75 at the national meeting."
Parker was responsible for project as a highlight of his According to Bell, this preleading the MHS FBLA chap- four years of FBLA at Mur- sented the most pressure durter to develop and implement ray High School. "Not only ing both the preliminary and

final rounds.
'It was awesome to be a
part of a conference with thousands of kids from all over
the United States and the world:
that's really what made the trip
for me," said Bell.
Parker and Bell were honored with cash awards in addition to receiving trophies at
the awards ceremony that concluded the conference.
The awards were part of a
comprehensive competitive program sponsored by FBLA-PBL.
Individuals, teams, and local
chapters competed in over 50
different events that are related to the business and leadership development focus of
FBLA-PBL. The winners of
these highly competitive and
prestigious awards were selected from among FBLA-PBL's
membership of 250,000 students
and advisers and represent some
of the best and brightest of
today's youth.
Future Business Leaders of
America-Phi Beta Lambda, Inc.
is a nonprofit 501- (3) education association with a quarter
million members and advisers
in 12,000 chartered middle
school, high school, and college chapters worldwide. Its
mission is to bring business
and education together in a
positive working relationship
through innovative leadership
and career development programs. The association is headquartered in Reston, Va., just
outside Washington, DC. For
more
information,
visit
www.fbla-pbl.org.
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East Calloway PTA plans
•
'Back to School Bash'
11
East Calloway Elementary School Par4
rot-Teacher Association will sponsor a "Bacici
to School Bash" for East students on Sat•urday from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the schooI
playground.
Featured will be inflatables, snow cones
cotton candy, hot dogs, drinks and man
more activities for the students to enjoy.
The East PTA will have a meeting tonigh
at 6 at the school to plan for the event.

Jo's
Datebook Quilting event on Friday
Calloway County Extension Office wil
By Jo Burkeen
host the opportunity for those who want t
Community
learn how to quilt or those who have
Editor
quilting for years to get together to I
more about quilting, share ideas and learn research-based infor
mation on various topics. The first meeting will be Frida
from 6 to 7:30 p.m. at the extension office at 310 South
St.. Murray. This opportunity, organized by Calloway Count
Homemakers, Corrine Foster and Rose Cullen, is free and ope
to the public. Various service projects. learning opportunities
and field trips will also be introduced. To register call 7531452.

Glory Bound on Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Goshen United Methodist Church,
4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella community. Featured will be
Ray Mathis and The Grants. Items will be taken for Need
Line. For more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643,
Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or email glory-bound@hotrnail.com

College High Class plans reunion
Murray College High School graduating class of 1963 will
hold its 45-year reunion on Saturday in the third floor room
of Murray State University Curris Center. Class social time
will start at 5 .m. with the catered meal and the program to
follow. Anyone having information about class members, Susan
Evans, Elaine Cleary or Danny Newton, are asked to call 4354200. The class is inviting all former Training School, College High and University School students to join them around
7:30 p.m. for a school wide social. No reservations are necessary for this school-wide social.

ASAP meeting on Friday
Calloway County Alliance for Substance Abuse Prevention
will meet Friday at 1 p.m. at the Calloway County Public
Library. For information call Dottie Kraemer. director.

JOIN
FARM BUREAU

MMS Football plans event
Murray Middle School Football Fish Fry will be Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the school. Holmes Family Restaurant will cater a fish fry fund-raising event for the MMS football team. Cost will be $IO for adults and $8 for children and
includes fish, chicken and all the trimmings including drinks
and desserts. Tickets can be purchased in advance from MMS
football players or at the door on the day of the event.

and enjoy these

DISCOUNTS...

Red Cross Blood Drive today

Sherwin-Williams
25% OFF

Red Cross Blood Drive will be Friday from 7 a.m. to 5
p.m. at Walmart parking lot.

Shrine Bingo Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be each Friday at 6:30 p.m.
at the club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray.

Enterprise
Rent-A-Car
15% OFF
•GM Vehicles
'500-'750 OFF
Hotels
10 - 20°' OFF
Comfort Inn
Quality Inn
Econo-LOge
Rodeway•Inn
Days Inn
Ramada
All KY State Parks
-and more

CCHS Cheerleaders plan promotion
Photo provided
Pictured is a scene from the "Kids First! Kick-Off" last year. All children of the community are
invited.

Murray FBC to hold `Kid's First! Kick-Off'
First
Baptist
Church's
Preschool and Children's Minis ry and Murray-Calloway
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Baby
Registry

Shaine Abbott & Matthew McNutt
awry &Doran Boatnght

•
•
•

Michelle a

Ten

•
•

Bundren

Lacy & Russ Cleaver

•

Leigh & Daniel Johnson
JustIn Janes

•

Kimberly Kimbel & Clay Ryan

15% OFF

Tony° & :Tustin

mortar,

Amanda & David Moore

Eyeglasses.&
Contacts
1
OFF
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Catherine & Alan Lanier

•
•
•

Erin & Steve Mathis
Rebecca & Roger Milton

sanders & Chris Burkeen
• Monica & Daniel Sptceland

• Mali
•
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•
•
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Tommy &Rich Wilson
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Home &Auto
Insurance
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NEW OWNER:
•
Karen Allbritten Cain •
•
it 209 N. 12th SL • Murray •
753-7534
•
a

Summer Praise
2008
Sunday, August 17
6:00 p.m.

Westside Baptist Church
featuring the choirs of

•
•

753-4703

Tango the Clown, eight or more
booth games, ministry tables
with door prizes, hot dog meal,
homemade ice cream and free
admission to the pool from 6
to 7 p.m. with registration
wristband.
Sharon Siebold. pat-time
interim co-director of children's
ministry at First Baptist Church,
said "Everything is free to the
public."
Last year at least 400 youth
registered at the event and
enjoyed the activities. For information call 753-1854.

Annette & Chns Nate
Eiizabeth Hillman & Lee Malone

Worm% Hearing
Aids

To place an
ad call
753-1916c
‘
7)
LEDGERS,TIMES

K tm & Andy Davenport

•

County Parks & Recreation
will present "Kids First! KickOff on Sunday from 5 to 7
p.m. with registration starting
at 5 p.m. at Murray Central
Park.
Featured will be free pony
rides, two inflatable jumpers.

•O•
•
•
*****a.
•a.OO
••
•
•

•

Westside Baptist Church, Murray
& Southland Baptist Temple,
Paducah
singing the music of
Brooklyn Tabernacle, Christ Church,
Preston wood, and others.
Westside Baptist Church
207 Robertson Rd. S.
270-753-8240
westsidebaptist@newwavecomm.net

Calloway County High School Cheerleaders will be selling
Laker umbrellas in front of Wal-Mart on Saturday from 10'
a.m. to 4 p.m.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Old Salem Cemetery Day planned
Old Salem Cemetery Donation meeting day will be Saturday from 10:30 a.m. to noon at the cemetery, located on Old
Salem Road, Murray. Persons unable to attend may send their
donations for the maintenance of the cemetery to Stan Downs,
1385 A.B. Lassiter Rd.. Murray, KY 42071 or call 753-1718
for more information.

'Summer-in-the-Park' plans show
The Ten56 Band featuring Scottie Somerville, lead vocal,
rhythm guitar, Andrew (Gibby) WIliams, lead guitar, Adrian
Baker, drums, and John Ciniglio, bass, will perform rock and
roll music at "Summer-in-the-Park" at Paris Landing State Park
amphitheater/large shelter area Saturday from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
There is no admission charge.

Guild offering workshop
Murray Art Guild member and gourd artist Ken Kietzke
will offer a "Gourd Embellishing" workshop on Saturday and
again on Saturday, Aug. 23. from 1 to 4 p.m. at the Guild,
located at 500 North 4th St., Murray, according to Debi Henry
Danielson, executive director. Gourds will be provided as participants will learn various gourd decorating techniques such
as burning, drawing and painting, and carving. Enrollment is
limited. For registration contact the Guild at murrayartguild@murray-ky.net or call 753-4059.

CCHS Soccer event Saturday
Calloway County Soccer Foundation will host Meet the Lakers/Alumni Night on Saturday with a fundraising BBQ dinner
for $5 each at 5 p.m. . brief annual board meeting at 6 p.m.
and fun scrimmages between both the women and men alumni players. If you played soccer at CCHS or were a proud
parent of a former player you are invited to come and support this year's team. For more information e-mail Sheri Erwin,
foundation president. at sheril.envin@hotmail com

MHS Sports event Saturday
Murray High School Fall Sports Kickoff will be Saturday
at 7 p.m. at Ty Holland Field. Tickets for parents and other
adult guests will be $3. All athletes, coaches, students and
children under school age will be admitted free. MHS Tiger
Band will have concessions available. Recognized will be the
MHS and MMS football teams, MHS boys and girls soccer
teams, cross country, golf, volleyball, dance team, swim team,
MHS and MMS cheerleaders, MMS softball and MHS band.
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Public Radio Service WKMS
Every 100 days. Dmae saves and online at wkms.org. Foi
PrWKMS-FM, the listener-sup- the phone messages of her mom further information call 800ported public radio service and who passed away two years ago 599-4737.
NPR member station from as a living memorial.
Murray State presents another
— "Bad Teeth at King Drew
Hearing Voices installment this Dental Clinic" by Ayala BenFriday at noon. This moving one Yehuda
hour documentary deals with the
A morning at a dental clinic
question: "How do you give a of last resort in South LA's King
FRANKFORT, Ky. —
part of your life to tend to some- Drew Medical Center.
The Kentucky Arts Council
one else's health?"
— "A Square
Meal,
has accepted the craft prodAward winning independent Regardless" by Jennifer Nathan
ucts of 14 artists, including
radio producer Dmae Roberts
A man's wife passes away.
one from Calloway County,
hosts. She's with the non-profit his children move across the
into the Kentucky Crafted
multicultural media production country, and then he is diagprogram.
organization MediaRites.org. nosed with lung cancer. Luckily,
The program enables
The program brings to life sto- his longtime friend offers to
Kentucky craft artists to
ries of compassion and giving stick by this side until the end.
reach regional, national and
through a series of personal
— "Hospice Chronicles" by
international
markets
interviews including:
Long Haul Productions
through
state-sponsored
— 'Three Woman- by host
Hospice volunteer Bettie viswholesale and retail promoDmae Roberts
its her first patient.
tional venues.
Three women, a Chicana,
WKMS is a listener supportKristi Shapla of Nettles
African
American
and ed public radio service at 91.3
Jewelry in Murray was
Romanian immigrant, describe FM. The station also airs on
selected. The
medium
their different approaches to sur- 92.1 FM. Paducah; 99.5 FM,
Shapla uses is glass.
viving breast cancer.
Paris, Tenn.; and 105.1 FM,
Shapla was the only west— "Messages" by host Dmae Madisonville. WKMS HD-1,
ern Kentucky artist selected.
Roberts
WKMS HD-2 with Classical 24,

Special to the Ledger
The world famous Kruger Brothers will be
returning to perform at Murray State University on
Saturday. Sept. 6, at 7 p.m. in the famed Lovett
Auditorium on campus. Their appearance will be
part of the 5th annual "Night of Stars" concert
which has become an increasingly popular tradition throughout the region.
Appearing with the Kruger Brothers will again
be the Murray State University Symphonic Wind
Ensemble under the direction of Professor Dennis
L. Johnson.
"The reaction last year was so overwhelming
and remarkable that we decided to fuse the bluegrass and classical world once again," stated
Johnson. -The Kruger Brothers will be performing
on their own with some new material as well as
combining with us on their original and very popular composition, 'Music from the Spring.'
"The difference this year is that we will be performing a short medley of the popular tunes from
Part II which the audience did not hear last year.
Favorites from Part I will also be presented."
The Kruger Brothers have been performing
together worldwide since the mid 1990's, leaving
their native Switzerland to move to the United
States in the fall of 2003. Their musical style
defies definition, encompassing all styles of music
through their personal individual development,
classical European musical influences, and love of
the American spirit.

Since their first appearances in America in
1997, they have continually performed for enthusiastic audiences throughout the country. Their
virtuoso playing combined with the manner in
which they interact with each other and with their
audience makes their music uniquely special.
The brothers have released a variety of celebrated CDs including Jens Kruger's solo works,
Profile and The Bridge, and the ground-breaking
Carolina Scrapbook series. They are also active as
instructors at various music camps, schools and
workshops, sharing their passion for music with
.,czrserisuwornew generations of singers. musicians and songwriters. In addition to a busy touring schedule, the
Krugers regularly appear on television and radio
programs across America.
MAYFIELD, Ky. — During
The Kruger Brothers and their families now
the
month of September the
reside in North Wilkesboro in western North
Graves Performing Arts Center
Carolina.
will host its second annual
Readers are encouraged to visit their website:
Community Art Show in the
www.Krugerbrothers.com
centers Gallery.
All proceeds from the Night of Stars Concert
All artists in the area are
will go towards the Symphonic Wind Ensemble's encouraged to submit their
invitational performance at the famous John F. works of all types to be disKennedy Center (Washington, DC) in April of played in the exhibit. P
2009. Tickets for the Night of Stars may be purTickets:
Phone 674 or 328-4824 to
chased at the door or in advance through make arrangements to reserve
RSEC Box Office • fickeMilact
TicketMastercom.
space beginning Aug. 18- 29.
877-894-4474
Special discounts for students, children under ,
There is no cost to submit
ticketmaster.co
12 and large groups are available.
work. Artists are welcome to
price their pieces for sale.
Please have drawings or
paintings matted or on wires to
coasts and New Orleans" and must pay in cash at official tick- help with the hanging process.
By GREG TRAVIS
Poets and writers are asked to
has "included entertainers rang- et outlets.
Staff Writer
The 19th annual Hot August ing from five years old to their
The festival is held rain or present works in a displayable
shine and no refunds will be format.
Blues Festival at the Kenlake
The Graves Performing Arts
This year's schedule includes given. Those who purchase tickState Resort Park amphitheater
in Aurora is scheduled for Aug. the following Friday night per- ets through Paypal, should make Center-Gallery is located on the
formers: 5:30 p.m. to 6:15 p.m. sure your address is correct first. campus of Graves County High
22-23.
Over the years the Kenlake to Joe Walker; 6:30 p.m. to 7:30
Tickets outlets listed on the School off Highway 121.
festival has remained a "must p.m. to Dynagroove All- Stars; Web site include Roof Brothers
Phone 674 or 328-4824 with
attend event in the western 7:45 p.m. to 9 p.m. to Five On Wine & Spirits in Paducah, any questicns.
Opening
Friday;
9:15
p.m.
to
11
p.m. to Kenlake Marina and Cindy's On
Kentucky region." Sponsors
night
tickets
the Barge, Aurora.
report that "its rich tradition Lew Jetton & 61 South.
just $12.75!
Saturday's schedule includes:
For those attending, umbreldates back to 1989 and was the
e restriction
brainchild of park manager Bill 10 a.m. to 12 p.m. to las, pets and audio/video equipappir
Hainsworth and group sales Hollerhead; 12 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. ment are not allowed. Assistance
coordinator
Gloria
Peck' to Justin Hatcher; 1:30 p.m. to animals are permitted. Items that
2:45 p.m. to Scott Holt; 3 p.m. to are approved include coolers(no
Hargrove."
The area festival began as 4:15 p.m. to Flashback Blues glass items), lawn chairs or
Mulla TIMES
and
cameras
only a handful of groups per- Band;4:30 p.m. to 6 p.m. to Pete blankets
forming to a few hundred peo- "Big Dog" Fetters; 6:15 p.m. to Accessible seating is also prople. Today it runs for two days 7:30 p.m. to Bluesberry Jam vided if needed.
All minor children must be
and this year will feature several Band; 7:45 p.m. to 9:15 o.m. to
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 27. 2008 AT 10:00 A.M.
top-name bands. Attendance at Sandy Carroll; 9:30 p.m. to II supervised at all times. Sponsors
of the event reserve the right to
AT 1711 COLLEGE FARM ROAD, MURRAY, KY 42071
the event is expected to be in the p.m. to Shawn Kellerman.
Lineups are subject to revi- remove anyone from the premisthousands.
THE BELOW DESCRIBED PROPERTY OF HOUSE AND LOT
es who are allowing their chilAccording to its Web site, in sion.
1711 COLLEGE FARM ROAD, MURRAY, KY 42071
to
without
Gates
open
at
3
p.m.
on
dren
roam
the
event
2007 the festival was named one
of the state's 'Top 10" summer Friday (subject to change)and at adult supervision.
The also reserve the right to
events by the Kentucky Tourism 10 a.m. on Saturday.
According to their Web site, refuse admittance to anyone
Council, marking the third time
tickets are on sale now online exhibiting behavior not in the
it has received the designation.
The festival features numer- and at official ticket outlets. It spirit of the event.
More information can also be
ous regional favorites with per- was reported that ticket outlets
fOrmers also traveling from as will not accept checks for the found at www. parks.ky.gov or
This is a brick house mit: 1485 square test of lwrg area located r a oJet reghoorhood oft State Route 121 South ,r fee City if
far away as "Australia, both event and those wanting tickets by calling 1-800-325-0143.
Murray It a comprised of a Wing room lotcher dihrg room three bedrooms a TO one bath with a ore car attached garage This a be an excellent buy for a family residence or ar investor interested rental property or for resale alter repairs

Graves
PAC sends
call for
entries
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Hot August Blues planned for next weekend

To place an
ad call
753-1916 (_

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE

The minimum acceptable bid for this property is 530 161 00
The house will be open for inspector from 9 30 to 1000 a.rn . Wecresday. August 2,2008
Payment of the current year s property taxes are thy respon9bety of the purchaser
Clear fee to this property is rot warranted The US Marshals Deed is not a general warranty deed Buyers are advised to nave the
property s title examined Written
regarding encumbrances on Me property must oe mace to the Paducah Rural Devero
'sent Office waren 30 days of the dale of sale
rx*Ication

LEGAL NOTICE
slobce is hereby gner ftat or Wednesday. August. 77 2008. at 10 00 a in at 1 711 CoNege Farm Road Money KY 42071, oi ortior to
:arse the sum ot 589 136 64 principal. together with interest credit subsidy granted in the amount of S27.275 04, °kis interest in the
amount of S3.547 26 as l JaT oar), 24. 2008 anc irterest thereafter on the prrapal at S12 7854 team January 24. 2008 trill the dale
of Judgment Pius interest on the Judgmert amount principal Ous interest to the date of Judgment at the rate of 2 14... computed
defy and compounded annually until pare in IA and tor the costs of this action, pursuant to Judgment arid Order of Sate. being Cris
ACtion No 5 08CV-42-R on the Paducah Docker of the United States ()mind Court for the Western District of Kentucky. entered or
June 9 2008, r the Case of Untied States of America vs Hobert C Saucier El AL. the following described DrObettY will be sok' to fbe
nigirtest and best bidder
`ruse and lot at 1711 College Farm Roar Cailoway County. !Murray. KY 42071 Being the same property conveyed by deed from
Army Michael Jones and vele. Kiirrerty Michelle Jones to Robert Saucier and wife Sandy Saucier dated June 14 1996 as ye:err:en
Book 230, Page 457 in the Calloway County Clerk's Office
ERMS OE SALE Ten percent 10...; of the bid price Oh tpretcwrrrrt aCnvtrtmrT Cher:, -nave payabie to US Marsraii the
per annum are par( of the sale with good ate sultrier' bond Inc the balarre bearrq 'merest at the rate of
45 days and said bond haery the effect ot a Judgment Upon a aefault by the Purchaser me deposa shall be
oy the U S Marshal as a part of the Procee.cs of the sale. and Me property shall Nen De °Seed tor sale suber., •
Court
This sale shall be r bar and foreclosure of alt right, title, interest estate claim demand or equity of redemption 07 t• atte Onr,
of at persons ciaimmg by through under or against Mem provided ftre purchase once is equal to two-trends at the appraise,: ,
the purchase price is not equal to Mr.-thirds of the aporaised vaiue. Me Deed shall costar in a ties in favor of the de
teftectIng the nght of the delendarlisl to redeem diong the demo provided by law IKRS 426 5301 Under law it-deemed to be on notice of all matters electing the property of record or tte local County Clerks Office
,nquines shoukl be directed to
Mary An" Smith, Rural Development manager
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
PacitKah Krintucru, Telephone 270-554-7265 ext 101

•
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Earthquake expert warns
of economic damage
ROLLA. Mo.(AP) — From
cracked oil and natural gas
pipelines to contaminated public
water supplies, the nation's
economy could be the biggest
casualty of the next major
Midwest earthquake, an earthwarned
quake
expert
Wednesday.
Geologic engineering professor Dave Rogers of Missouri
University of Science and
Technology outlined the grim
scenario to an audience of scientists, military officers and emergency responders from five of
the eight states in the New
Madrid Seismic Zone.
The U.S. Geological Survey
estimates a 7 to 10 percent
chance in the next 50 years den
earthquake similar in intensity
to the New Madrid quakes that
rocked Memphis. St. Louis and
other cities hundreds of miles
away nearly 200 years ago.
Those odds increase to
greater than 50 percent for an
earthquake of magnitude 6.0 or
greater over the next five
decades — and such smaller
quakes could still cripple
Mississippi River barge traffic,
mangle interstate highways,
sever fiber optic cables, lead to
fuel shortages and otherwise
turn the mid-American economy
upside down. Rogers suggested.
"The economic
consequences are horrid," said
Rogers, who has assessed

responses to Hurricane Katnna Wabash Valley fault or 5.9 atoll%
in New Orleans and the the East Tennessee fault zone::
Northridge
earthquake
in could cause economic damage
California. among other disas- as high as $60 billion ia
ters. -The shock factor of having Tennessee, $45 billion in
unavailable fuel would be Kentucky and $40 billion in
unprecedented."
Missouri. he told the crowd 04
Rogers' remarks came at a nearly 300.
meeting intended to unite the
In Arkansas, casualty esti•
scientists who study the still mates would reach 140/0, anti.
..,
poorly understood central U.S. rise to 60,000 in Tennesset5::
earthquakes with the county Elnashai said.
health workers, emergency manThe most recent large New
agement crews, highway plan- Madrid quake. estimated as
ners and others whose expertise magnitude 6.5. struck in 18911
usually isn't tapped until after a near Charleston, Mo. Movg::'
disaster strikes.
recently, an April temblor oyes::
"We learned this from the Wabash fault zone in IIhook.:
Hurricane Katrina. All the agen- measured 5.2 but was felt as
cies — federal, state and local away as Indianapolis, Chicagb. — need to communicate better," even Pittsburgh.
said conference coordinator
Such lesser events may give
Emitt Witt, director of the feder- vulnerable residents a false
al government's Mid-Continent sense of comfort. Witt acknowlGeographic Sciences Center, edged, and perhaps help miniwhich is based in Rolla.
mize the urgency of strengthen"We've brought together two ing building codes, reinforcing
groups that typically don't work highways and bridges and maktogether: the science and engi- ing
other
infrastructure
neering community and the improvements.
response and recovery commu"People know that there's a
nities."
threat of a major earthquake
A hazards analysis offered by here, but the actual severity or
Amr Elnashai, director of the impacts of that are probably not
Mid-America
Earthquake well understood," he said.
Center at the University of "Some worry that being a little
Illinois, built upon the scenarios too concerned over an earthdescribed by Rogers.
quake that happens once every
An earthquake of 7.7 magni- 500 years is going to affect
tude along the New Madrid fault property values, or affect
line, 7.1 magnitude along the progress."

White population won't be majority by '42

AP
•
SMOKE FROM 'THE STEEPLE: A Warren County, Ky., vciuntset frnfighter uses an axe to
ventilate the roof of Mt. Pleasant Church of Chnst in Richardsville Wednesday after fire gutted
the church

WASHINGTON (AP) — White people will no
longer make up a majority of Americans by 2042,
according to new government projections. That's
eight years sooner than previous estimates, made
in 2004.
The nation has been growing more diverse for
decades, but the process has sped up through
immigration and higher birth rates among minority residents, especially Hispanics.
It is also growing older.
"The white population is older and very much
centered around the aging baby boomers who are
well past their high fertility years," said William
Frey, a demographer at the Brookings Institution.
aW
think tank. "The future of America
by the young people today. They are
is e
bast
me
pot we are going to see in the
future.The Census Bureau released population projec-
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tions through 2050, based on rates for births,
deaths and immigration. They are subject to big
revisions, depending on immigration policy, cultural changes and natural or manmade disasters.
The U.S. has nearly 305 million people today.
The population is projected to hit 400 million in
2039 and 439 million in 2050.
That's like adding all the people from France
and Britain, said Steve A. Camarota, director of
research at the Center for Immigration Studies, a
Washington group that advocates tighter immigration policies. White non-Hispanics make up about
two-thirds of the population. but only 55 percent
of those younger than 5.
By 2050, whites will make up 46 percent of the
population and blacks willoryake up 15 percent, a
relatively small increase ffl'om today. Hispanics.
who make up about 15 percent of the population
today, will account for 30 percent in 2050.
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RACER FOOTBALL MEDIA DAY

MSU looking to reverse fortunes
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EARLY YEAR MEETING HAS RACERS PUMPED AND PRIMED FOR NEW SEASON
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SECTION B

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Matt Griffin is hoping his third year as that Racers'
head coach bears the same kind of fruits it did
when he was at UT Martin. That same year is
when he was hired by MSU.

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
New Year's resolutions are obviously
observed on Jan. I and while the number 13
may seem unlucky. Matt Griffin waited that
many days later to have a heart-to-heart meeting with his football team in hopes of reversing the Racers fortunes these past two seasons
Griffin has roamed the sidelines.
Whether what has been asked, requested
and demanded of the team comes to pass won't
really be known until they kick off the season
opener Aug. 28 against Lambuth at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
In the meantime. Griffin took time out to
meet with media members Wednesday in the
Racer Room underneath Stewart Stadium and
said that neither himself, his philosophy nor
his demeanor has really changed in his three
years since moving from Martin. Tenn.

staff and program, have been consistent all the
way though."
Consistent was a word thrown out a lot
Wednesday and one only has to look at the
team's final standings the last two seasons to
see a real life definition.
In 2(X)7. Murray State finished 2-9 overall
and just 1-7 in Ohio Valley Conference play. A
year earlier, in Griffin's first stint on the sidelines for MSU. the Racers were 1-1(1 overall
and 0-8 in the conference.
And while the Racers were on the verge of
picking up a couple of more wins, had OVC
Freshman of the Year Jeff Ehrhardt under center as quarterback and again, consistently put
up big numbers offensively, the only numbers
that matter to him are in the win and loss column.

Murray State vs. Lambuth
whom Aug 28 7 p m
W'hatia: Roy Stewart Stadium
Last year: MSU 48 LU 13

"We made it real simple with this team.
Accountability is absolute. There is no excuse
and no explanations. If you live by that, you're
going to have success," Griffin said. "There is
no doubt in my mind, we have the bodies to do
what we want to do here. It just comes back to
accountability and guys doing it the right way
all the time."
The above mentioned and now infamous
Jan. 13 meeting was done so that there was no
confusion, starting with Griffin and ending
with his players. According to the coach, there
was no gray matter.

PREP SOCCER PREVIEW 2008
CALLOWAY COUNTY LADY LAIKERS
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Strength
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•See GRIFFIN, 28

By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
The two schools might be a
mere mile apart, but the similarities both golf programs have
are firmly planted in one spot.
Both the Murray High and
Calloway County boys' golf
teams have a couple of things.
ironically, going for them.
One of them is a strength of
numbers as each squad fields a
team of 12 boys.
Aside from the fact that neither team is senior-laden, there
is plenty of experience to go
around.
For the Lakers, they are
doing without the services of
Daniel Harper for the meantime.
The freshman, who was the lone
state
representative
for
Calloway County last season.
suffered a wrist injury that will
sideline him until Aug. 21.
But while Harper's presence
has been missed. the Lakers
haven't sulked their way up and
down the fairways.
Just this past weekend. the
Lakers rode to a win in the
Paducah Tilghman Invitational,
besting the field with a 317 to
win by a stroke over Grayson
County.
Chasten Howard finished in a
MICHAEL DANN / Ledger II Times
Airy Winkler is one of three seniors returning to the Calloway County lineup this season Beyond that, the Lady Lakers are heavy on juniors and freshmen and tie for third place overall with a
74 and has been one of Steve
will be challenged with replacing eight graduated seniors and All-Region selection Averee Fields.
Smith's early leaders on the
course.
Howard.just a sophomore, is
joined by fellow classmates
Brock Simmons and Jeremy
Pruitt. The lone junior is Austin
Miles and Cortland Kemp is the
only senior.
Five freshmen help round out
the Laker roster with Harper.
Matt McReynolds. Hunter
Garrison. Jacob Reynolds and
That loss will be felt especially in the
backfield. but Harlan said he has been Ryan Butler.
By TOMMY DILLARD
James Boone and Conner
backfield, where she was an anchor of
impressed with her progress over the
Sports Writer
Wagner, both sixth graders, are
summer.
After losing eight seniors to gradua- sons.
"We're going to have to try to find
"She is going to be taking Averee's helping Smith make up a splittar and All-Region sophomore Averee
CALLOWAY CO.
spot and that's a big place," he said. "So squad offive on each team when
Fields to basketball. Mike Harlan figures people to fill her position." said Wicker,
far this year at practice, we've been they play in bigger tournaments.
who plays center midfield. "Everyone's
LADY LAKER SOCCER
ho might as well acknowledge it.
"It's a big number and
impressed with her, compared with what
This one is going to be a rebuilding going to have to work together, especialCoach: Mike Harlan. 3rd year
Last year 3-10 (lost in district tournament)
because everyone is so young,
we saw last year."
yilar for the Calloway County girls soccer ly on defense, to fill her spot. We relied
Who's pow Jessica Tame, Haley Meer, MOND
With sparse senior and sophomore you don't want to alienate anyon her a lot."
program.
Waktacet. LeAnna Paschal. Tatum Dale. Kele,
The defense does appear to be the
classes. Calloway fills out its roster with one and put them in a position
But simply because the Lady Lakers
Greer. Jessica Bowman, Lauren Harlan Avows
Fiskis
freshmen, several of which Harlan says where they feel like, 'well. I'm
are building doesn't preclude success this biggest question mark for the Lady
Who's beck: Amy Winider (Sr I, Kama Jones
will be immediate contributors. The not in the top five, and I'm a
sefson. Calloway returns a large and tal- Lakers. In order to fill some holes in the (Sr), Bethany Marion(Jr). Erin Jones JrI. Haley
McCuiston (Jr:, Heather McGinnis (Jr ), Nana
majority, however, will likely spend the freshman and these other guys
ented junior class that includes All- backfield. Harlan has been forced to
Mikulcik (Jr ), Megan Parks (Jr). Ellen %boson
season learning how to play at the varsity are freshmen and I'm not beatDistrict selection Shauna Wicker and up- insert players he'd rather see in the mid- (Jr(,
Shauna Wicker Jr(. Emily Cleibrian (So
ing them, so I'm just going to
level.
and-coming
goalkeeper
Haley field.
Who's new Katlyn Barrow (Sr.) Katlyn Cook
"They all have potential," Harlan said. quit.— Smith said.
"Defense is not a good place to be (Fr). Neely Gallimore (Fr), Ashley Guinan (Fr),
IsicCuiston.
Cheyenne Maddox (Fr.), Pica Paschei(Fri.
"For instance at the Paducah
"We'll just see what happens when they
There's also three seniors and sopho- struggling, so we've had to drop some
Megan Pittenger (Fr.). Kaykos Williams(Fr )
get on the field. It's a hit, switch to go Invitational we took two groups
misre Emily Chrisman, whom Harlan said people back that I'd like to have on the
LADY LAKEN'10111IDULE
from JV to varsity. adding 10 minutes per of five and gave everyone in
ho
.expects big things from. Beyond that, wing." Harlan said. "I have to move them
Aug. It at Lyon Co. 21: at Lone 055 21" at Marshal
those 18 hole matches a chance
half."
Co
however, is a largely untested and back to cover because they can do that
Sept I: at Paducah Taatreen
at Graves Co 5:
After finishing 9-10 for the second to play. so at the end of the year
unproven bunch that isn't used to carry- job as well. But then that leaves us kind
Murrey 11: Graves Co ta at Weise, Ilk Caldwell Co
consecutive season and falling to the averages are cut and dry and
of shaky in the midfield on the wings."
Hemel Alt Nlaadloonelle-Nore Illoplans la at
ing the load.
Murray. ea aleyfekt DIR DAMAO Co
Marshall County in the district semifi- you know who's going to be
The Lady Lakers are far from shaky at
"The last two years. I've lost 16 playOtt. 2: Choose Co
nals, also a repeat of 2006. this year's going to regionals. but you don't
era," Harlan said. "Eight the first year. Wicker's center mid position and at both
eiiht the second year. That's had a big forward slots. Seniors Amy Winkler and teams at all times. And she does a good Lady Lakers have set a goal to break the know who's going to be your
best golfer a few years down the
effect on the team to lose that many So Caitlin Barrow are program staples and job of it. getting the communication out .500 mark.
to people and holding her position, which
The last time a Calloway squad fin- road."
l'!e got a lot of people that are going to bring their experience to the frontline.
Smith maintains his group's
Though he has three seniors. Harlan is really what you want from a good cen- ished with a winning record was 2004.
have to step up this year."
when this year's seniors were eighth- inexperience and innocence, but
Calloway's biggest loss during the off- says he'll look primarily to the junior ter mid."
McCuiston serves as an emotional graders.
adds that he feels he has a core
season, however, wasn't a senior. A rare class for leadership. He finds it in Wicker
leader and was designated as a captain.
The early schedule, though not overly group of guys that could very
All-Region selection as a freshman. and McCuiston.
Harlan will also look to junior Erin difficult. doesn't favor the Lady Lakers. well make some noise this year.
"Shauna is our leader on the field," he
Fields decided not to play soccer this sea"I'm not going to sit here and
said. "I've already told her I expect her to Jones to step up this season. Jones has the
son in order to focus on basketball.
•See CCHS,28
•See GOLF,28
always know where everybody is on both unenviable task of replacing Fields in the

Starting From Scratch.
AFTER LOSING NINE PLAYERS OFF LAST YEAR'S ROSTER, CCHS GIRLS MAY HAVE
TO REBUILD, BUT HARLAN ISN'T RULING OUT WINNING NOW

SPORTS
CCHS falls in action at Mayfield .01C'CIP
t 47 Jeremy Pruitt (531 and
Staff Report

2.B-• I hursda. ‘ugust 14, 2008

Both Calloway County golf Cortland Kemp (53) and Cullen
squads fell to Mayfield in Griffin (561 rounded out the
Wednesday action at Oaks field for Calloway.
On the girls' side. Calloway
Country Club.
The Laker boys shot 188. was led by Madison Connell,
seven strokes behind the who shot a 47. Also playing for
Cardinals' 181. The Lady the Lady Laker% were Summer
Laker% shot a 212, 17 strokes Simmons (50), Kate Tindell
behind Mayfield's 195.
(51), Hannah Ryan (64) and
Calloway County's Ryan Chelsea Holzchuh (64).
The Laker% will return to the
Butler shot a match-low 41 and
received medalist honors. James Oaks today to host Reidland and
Boone (47). Connor Wagner Murray.

Pete Haywood (left) and Mikki McLeary won the
Championship Flight at the Oaks Country Club's Belles
and Beaus Golf Tournament held Aug. 9-10.

,
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Mikki McLeary aced a hole-in-one on the 137-yard hole
No. 15 at The Oaks Country Club.

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREHOARD
National League Standings
All Times EDT
East Division
W
L PM GB
64 56 533
hen v,)rk
64
56
Philadelphia
533
—
63 58 521 1 12
Florida
55 65 458
Atlanta
9
44 77 36420 1(2
Washington
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
73 47 606
—
Chicago
70 51 579 3 1/2
Milwaukee
67 56 545 7 1/2
St Louis
61 59 508
12
Houston
55 65 458
Pittsburgh
18
Cincinnati
53 68 43820 1/2
West Division
W
L Pet GB
61 59 508
Arizona
—
61 59 508
—
Los Angeles
Colorado
54 68 443
8
50 69 42010 1,2
San Francisco
46 74 383
15
San Diego

American League Standings
All Tinier CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Tampa Bay
12 47 605
3
Boston
70 51 579
9
New York
64 57 529
11
62 59 512
Toronto
Baltimore
15
57 62 479
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Chicag,,
-67 52 563
Minnesritri
67 53 558 12
Detroit
58 62 483 912
13
Cleveland
54 65 454
Kansas City
54 66 4501 3 1 ,2
West Division
W
L Pot GB
75 44 630
Los Angeles
15
Texas
61 60 504
20
Oakland
55 64 462
46 74 38329 12
Seattle

"It'll be a good game for us."
he said. "If we start off well and
hit Marshall County and play
them well then I know we're
doing good. If we start off good
and don't play Marshall County
well then I know that maybe the
games we started off with were a
little easier.
"Marshall County's a good
measuring stick game for us."

Wednesday's Games
Minnesota 4 N Y Yankees 2
Boston 8 Tex,.: 4
Toronto 4. Detroit 3
Baltimore 6, Cleveland 1
Chicago White Sox 4 Kansas &ty 0
Tampa Bay 3, Oakland 2
Seattle 10. LA Angels 7 12 innings
Thursday's Games
Toronto (Litsch 8-7) at Detroit
(Galarraga 10-41 12 05 p m
Kansas City (Davies 5-3) at Chicago
White Sox (Broadway 0-01 1 05 p or
Tampa Bay (Shields 10-71 at Oakland
(Gallagher 1-1). 235 p or
Texas (Hunter 0-1) at Boston
(Matsuzaka 13-2). 6 05 p m
Baltimore (0 Cabrera 8-7) at Cleveland
iJackson 0-0), 6,05 p.m
Friday's Games
Toronto at Boston. 6,05 p m
Baltimore at Detroit, 605 p.m
Kansas City al N Y. Yankees. 6:06 p.m,
LA Angels at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Tampa Bay at Texas 7 05 p.m.
Seattle at Minnesota. 7 10 p.m.
Chicago White Sox at Oakland, 905
m

when he was the girls' coach
at Murray High and didn't
even have enough players to
field a team.
Needless to say, this is a
problem Graham is happy to
have.
"While I'd like to say we
are looking for the future, we
are looking for big things out
of Smith. Newsome and Tate. I
would really like to see them
step up and help lead this
team. At the same time, we
will need some help from our
younger guys, primarily our
two freshmen. Blake and
Jared."
Graham is side-by-side
with Smith as one of those
coaches who expects to field a
traveling team as well.
The bright side for him is
that there isn't a lot of separation between No. 5 and No.
10.
"We try to take eight on our
travel team and our six, seven.
eight, nine, and 10 guys are all
within half a stroke of each
other."

Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs 10. Atlanta 2, 1st game
Chicago Cubs 8, Atlanta 0. 2nd game
Pittsburgh 5, Cincinnati 2
NY Mats 12, Washington 0
St Louis 6, Florida 4
Houston 6. San Francisco 2
Colorado 6 Arizona 5
Milwaukee 7, San Diego 1
LA Dodgers 7, Philadelphia 6
Thursday's Games
San Francisco (Correia 2-6) at Houston
(Moehlei 8-4) 1.05 p m.
Arizona (Haien 12-6) at Colorado
(Ruse)' 5.3), 2 05 p m.
Milwaukee (Sheets 11-51 at San Diego
(Peavy 8-8), 235 p m
Cincinnati (Cuelo 7-11) at Pittsburgh
(Snell 4-9), 6:05 p m
Chicago Cubs (Lilly 11-61 at Atlanta
(Game 2-31. 6.10 p.m
N V Mets (01 Perez 8-7) at Washington
(Balester 2-41, 6:10 p.m
St. Louis(WeNemeyer 9-4) at Florida
(Olsen 6-7), 6.10 p m.
Philadelphia (Myers 5-9) at L A
Dodgers (Kuroda 6-8). 910 p m
Friday's Germs
N.Y Mets (Petfrey 10-8) at Pittsburgh
(Davis 1.1), 6 05 p rn
Chicago Cubs (Zambrano 12-5) at
Florida (Jo Johnson 3-0), 6.10 p.m
St Louis(Thompson 4-21 at Cincinnati
(Arroyo 10-9), 6:10 p.m.
San Francisco (Cain 7-9) at Atlanta
(Jurrjens 11-7). 6:35 p.m.
Colorado (De La Rosa 5-61 at
Washington (Redding 8-7) 6 35 p m
Anzona (Webb 17-4) at Houston
(Rodriguez 7-4), 7 05 p m
Philadelphia (Moyer 10-7) at San Diego
(Maddux 6-8). 9,05 p m
Milwaukee (Parra 9-5) at L.A. Dodgers
(Billingsley 11-9!. 940 p.m

Griffin
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From Page 1B
"We had an extensive week
of meetings with the staff,
frOtn writing things out to
who's going where on the
depth chart, scholarship dollars all of that," he said. "Then
we have three, four, five meetings with each kid, where they
go from to their position coach
to their two coordinators and

finish with me and everything
is spelled out for them.
"It's consistency in those
meetings, it's written down.
here's what we expect you to
come back and do in the
weight room, here's what we
expect you to run, here's the
body weight we want you to
come back at. You've heard me

now for three years now. The
best
players
play.
Accountability. Period. That's
it..
Last season, Griffin made
waves with the fact that he had
72 underclassmen on his roster. At least half of those players now have at least one year
of solid collegiate football

under their belts.
Now, with more depth.
experience and skill, Griffin is
hoping for calmer waters.
"1 have great confidence in
what we are doing offensively
and defensively." he said.
"There are a lot of kids that
have been here for three years
now. They know the expecta-

tions and have their goals.
They came back in the right
mindset and they understand
that. I'm not a stats guy. other
than that main one and when
you're losing a game 35-17 and
people are patting you on the
back for 300 yards this and 2(10
yards that, that doesn't mean
squat if we're not winning."

Kingins competes at World Championships
LOCAL GIRL TRAVELS TO JACKSON, Miss., FOR
LARGEST BARBELL RACE IN THE WORLD
Staff Report
Ashley Kingins, of Murray, competed July 2026 at the 2008'NBHA Youth World Championships
held in Jackson, Miss. This invitation-only event is
the largest youth barrel race in the world.
The NBHA Youth World participants numbered
over 1,149 in the Teen Division (13 and older) and
over 641 in the Youth Division(12 and under). The
contestants ran for over $200,000 in cash and
prizes.
Contestants came from over 36 states, Canada.
Italy and Venezuela. Contestants must qualify each
year in their respective states to compete in the
NBHA Youth World Championships and are the
finest youth equine athletes in the world. They
qualify on a local level by competing at NBHA-
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From Page 1B
say that we're going to finish
top-2. I do think on any given
day we can compete with anyone in the region. We've got a
core of guys that are competitive, they're driven, they practice and work at it."
Over at Murray High, Chris
Graham takes over for Justin
Scott as the head coach.
Graham's only senior is
Keaton Tate, while Zack
Newsome is the Tigers' only
junior.
Jordan Smith and Ian
Holmes are sophomore, while
Blake Graham and Jared
Henderson are the two freshman.
After that, the bottom half
of Graham's roster consist of
middle schoolers, such as, Jay
Roth, Brady Powell, Garrett
Holland, Hogan Sullivan and
Alex Miller, all eighth graders.
Logan Smart will play as a
seventh grader this year.
Graham echoed many of the
same sentiments as Smith, but
eluded to a couple of years ago
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From Page 1B
however — they start the season
with five consecutive road
games and don't play at Jim Nix
Soccer Complex until Sept. 8.
After starting the season at
Lyon County and Lone Oak,
Calloway then opens district
play at defending champion and
state semifinalist Marshall
County in what Harlan calls a
measuring stick game.

%lurrik! Ledger & Tim

sanctioned shows or they can win a "wild card" at
NBHA National Show, Super Show and State
Show events.
The National Barrel Horse Association is based
in Aueusta. Ga., and has a worldwide membership
of over 35,000. It is known to be the most innovative barrel racing business in the industry and is
credited with introducing the divisional concept to
barrel racing.
Ashley Kingins was top five in the KY01 division, qualifying her for the world championships.
After eliminating 538 riders in round one, she
advanced to the second round. Ashley said this was
the most gratifying experience of her barrel racing
career. Ashley has won nine buckles and many
awards in barrel racing and rodeo.

Terry Boffin. -

TV, radio
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
6 p.m.
FSN — St Louis at Florida
NFL FOOTBALL
7 p.m.
FOX — Preseason, Carolina at
Philadelphia
OLYMPICS
4 p.m.
CNBC - Boxing 69kg and 81kg elimination bouts. at Beijing (same-day
lapel
7 p.m.
NBC — LIVE women s gymnastics.
individual all-around Gold Medal finals
swimming Gold Medal finals, men s
200rn backstroke, 200m individual
medley women's 200m breaststroke.
100m freestyle, swimming semifinals,
men s 100m butterfly, 50m freestyle
SAME-DAY TAPE beach volleyba)l, t,
men s volleyball U S vs Bulgaria,
men s canoeing, double whrtewater
Gold Medal finals at &rang
11 p.m.
CNBC — Softball U S vs Japan, boxing. 57kg and 60kg. at Belling
12:35 a.m.
NBC -- Swimming. women's 200
backstroke semifinals women's canow
mg kayak single whdewater Gold
Medal finals, beach volleyball, at
Beijing (delayed tape)
SOCCER
9:30 p.m.
ESPN2 — MLS Los Angeles at CD
Chivas USA
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10 years ago
are Department staff. trimming
Jug to size in the remodeled

tion at New Mt Carmel Baptist
Church The note burning was
for the final payments for the
addition on the church parsonage

4ity council chamber. The photo
:las by Staff Photographer David

40 years ago
Pvt Anthony W Thomas, son
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Also published is a picture of
Murray State University workers
painting the "M" in the bleachers of Roy Stewart Stadium. The
MSU Racers will have their first
home football game with Southern Illinois on Sept. 5.
Births reported include a girl
to Melissa and Jeff Wyatt, Aug
.10 a boy to Crystal and Rodney Harness and a girl to Paula
and Robert Stnckland, Aug. II

20 years ago
Published is a picture of J.D.
Middiesteadt, nine months old,
,keeping a tight grip on his bottle as he was pulled through the
:midway at the Murray-Calloway
'County Jaycee Fair by his parents. James and Alanna Middlesteadt. The photo was by Staff
Photographer David Tuck,
Celia Wall, associate professor of Librarians at Murray State

University, received a Certificate
of Appreciation and Recognition
at the annual conference of Special Libraries Association at Denver. Colo.
Births reported include a girl
to Ronda and Dennis Morris, a
boy to Karon and Lendel Holley
and a girl to Paige and Mark
Story, Aug. II.

30 years ago
Murray City Board of Education adopted a new immunization policy for the coming school
year. accepted bids on two cars,
and okayed some resignations at
its regular meeting.
Published is a picture of Max
Hurt of Murray with Sen. Richard
Weisenberger of Mayfield at the
'+8th annual Fancy Farm picnic.
The Kings Sons of Murray
and the Host Family of Kuttawa
present!cl special music at the
note burning ceremony celebra-

of Mr and Mrs Chester Thomas
of Murray, is now serving with
the United states Marines at San
Diego, Calif
Four Murray boys will be playing in the Junior Black Patch
Golf Tournament at Paducah They
are Dow Ryan. Bob Taylor, John
Quertermous, John Belote and Karl
Converse
Births reported include a boy
to Dr and Mrs Hal E Houston,
Aug 5, and a girl to Mr and
Mrs Harold Lew Wallace, Aug

8.
SO years ago
Preston (Ty) Holland, dean of
Murray High School. presented
the program giving the predictions and preview of the Murray
High School Football Program at
a meeting of the Murray Lions
Club at the Murray Woman's Club
house. Holland also introduced
Robert Olin Jeffrey, Eli Alexander and Dub Russell, the school's
coaching staff.
The annual Calloway County
Junior Dairy Show will be held
Aug. 16 at Murray State College.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs Getald Tabers,
Aug. 14.

60 years ago
Rev. Henry Franklin Paschall
will be the speaker at the revival
at Cherry Corner Baptist Church
starting Aug. IS. according to
Rev John Ryeberg, pastor.
Mrs. Frank Wairiscon and
daughter. Nancy. spent the weekend with relatives at Frankfurt. hid.
Calloway Monument Works,
located two blocks west of Murray State College on Ky. 94 West,
is owned and operated by Vester
Orr.
Published is a large ad for

Lucky Strike cigarettes_

DEAR ABBY: I wrote you
about a year ago regarding my
difficulty in finding a single,
educated, relationship-minded
man. You advised me to lower
my high standards and date outside my preconceived notions
of who Mr. Right was - - someone younger
or without a
college
degree.
I
dated
several men
who matched
the descrip-

tion. At best,
things were
uninteresting. Taking
your suggesBy Abigail
tion to "get
Van Buren
off my high
horse,' I have been involved for
six months with a man slightly younger than I, with a high
school education and children.
He's a good man, a good father,
and treats me like a queen.
However, we're completely
incompatible. Intellectually, we're
miles apart.
Much as I care for him, I
am breaking up with hint I
have returned to school to work
on my MBA and would rather
be single the rest of my life
than live a lie for the sake of

Dear Abby

love. The one thing I have learned
from this experience is a newfound fulfillment in being single. -- STILL LOOKING IN
NEW ORLEANS

DEAR STILL LOOKING:
I wish you luck in your search.
Over the years I have met people from all walks of life and
developed affection as well as
respect for their street smarts. I
hoped it would work for you.

Sorry my advice didn't turn out
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By The Associated Press

today: is Thursday, Aug. 14,
the 227th day of 2008. There are
1 49 days left in the year.
'Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on
Aug 14. 1908, noting erupted in
Springfield, Ill.. as a white mob.
enraged that two black criminal
40spects lone late.- convicted of
*order, the other exonerated of
aype) had been spirited away from
-The city jail by authorities. began
-sitting black-owned homes and
.
4usinesses on fire At least two
4:Packs and five whites were killed
Si the violence. (The not helped
lnspire the creation of the NAACP
the following year.)
On this date:
In 1848, the Oregon Territory
was created.
In 1900. international forces,
including U S. Marines. entered
Beijing to put down the Boxer

Et Xik Et If Ell_ kJ

ed in the creation of the Solidar-

court in Richmond. Va., ruled that
the Food and Drug Administration had no authority to regulate
tobacco, striking down FDA rules
making it harder for minors to
buy cigarettes, the Clinton administration said it would appeal.(The

Court riled in 2000
that the government lacked the
U.S. Supreme

authority to regulate tobacco as
addictive drug.)
Five years ago: A huge blackout hit the northeastern United
an

States and pan of Canada, 50
million people lost power. The chief
justice of the Alabama Supreme
Cowl, Roy Moore, said he would
not remove a Ten Commandments
monument from the state judicial
building. defying a federal court
order to remove the granite monument_ Rebels lifted their siege
of Liberia's capital.

DEAR ANCHORED: Thank
you for the update. I'm pleased
to know your situation has
improved. Texting may be convenient, but nothing replaces eye
contact.
DEAR ABBY: I'm "Sad Dad
in
Arizona,"
whose
letter
appeared May 2 with feedback
from your readers on July 2.
My wife has a terminal illness
and our I5-year-old son didn't
want to attend her funeral when
the time came. I'd like to thank
you and everyone who took the
time to wnte and offer advice.
I'd like to update you on my
situation. My mother died recently and my son did attend her
funeral. He was apprehensive at
first, but handled it much better than he thought he would
and he was glad he went.
My wife and I have been going
to the Mayo Clinic, and they
have given us some hope. While
there's no cure for her, there is
a medication that may extend
her life at least a few more
years. On it side note, she finally located her birth father, who
lives in another state. She went
to visit him and her newfound
family before she starts her treatment, which will make her too
sick to travel. The visit went
well.
A lot can change in a few
months. -- FORMERLY SAD
DAD
DEAR FORMERLY SAD:
I'll say! Your last sentence says
it all. I'm sure my readers will
be as pleased as I air to know
your wife is doing better for
now.

DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
24-year-old woman who has
suffered from recurring impetigo my entire life. As for my
medical history. I am 5 feet
9 inches tall and weigh 138
pounds. Twice a year, without
fail, I get
this humble
sore on my
lower
lip
that spreads
to part of my
chin. I can
always get it
to go away
in about two
weeks
Meanwhile,
it is very
By
Dr. Peter Gott unsightty
and painful.
I cannot disguise it with makeup because it spreads if touched.
I am very careful not to
use washcloths or towels more
than once during an outbreak.
I wash everything in hot water
Do you know what else I may
take to prevent getting this?

Dr. Gott

DEAR READER: Impetigo is a skin infection that
often affects infants and children, but it can also affect
adults. It begins as red sores
that rupture, ooze and form a
yellowish/brown crust. The
lesions form when bacteria
enter the skin, most commonly through insect bites or cuts.
Unfortunately, it can also develop in healthy skin. This highly contagious condition can easily spread to other individuals
or to other parts of the body
simply by scratching or touching the sores. While seldom

serious, it can be painful, inconvenient and unattractive.
Two types of bacteria. staph
and strep, cause the condition.
Both can live on healthy skin
and remain harmless until the
skin is compromised through
an open sore, cut or rash.
Staph bacteria produce a toxin
that attacks proteins that help
bind skin together. If such protein is damaged, bacteria are
free to spread rather quickly.
A deep form of impetigo
is known as ecthyma. It is
marked by large boils and sores,
crusting lesions that commonly appear on the skin of the
legs. Ecthyma can develop in
individuals with diabetes or in
those with a compromised
immune system.
Complications of advanced
impetigo are kidney inflammation, cellulitis, methicillinresistant staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) and a strain of staph
resistant to most antibiotics.
Treatment of impetigo is
primarily centered on hygienic measures. Keep your skin
clean and avoid skin-to-skin
contact with infected individuals. Avoid using towels and
clothing of infected individuals and do not sleep in their
bedding.
When there is any doubt
about the possibility of the
condition, visit your primary
care physician, who can likely make a diagnosis simply
by visual examination. Should
questions remain, a culture car,
be sent to a laboratory for analysis
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Final contract — four spades.
Opening lead -- queen of hearts.
It an ancient privilege accorded
to kibitzers arid irate partners alike to
point out — after play is completed
how declarer should have played
and made the contract he has just finished butchering.
In fact, have it on excellent
authority that this right to cnticize
declarer's play and call attention to
his ineptitude after the location of
all 52 cards is known -- was one of
the many pledges exacted from King
John at Runnymede when he agreed
to sign the Magna Cana hack in 1215

finer points of the game still ROCS on,
no one would dare gainsay_
All of whirk leads us to today's
una..-,azi exercise where kibitzer,
butcher arid teacher alike are all challenged to score 10 tricks with specks
as trumps.
This is strietty a double-dummy.

affair. by which is meant that the
reader is invited — nay, urged --- to
smdy all four hands and take full
advantage of seeing the opposing
cards. Of course, best defense is
assumed.
To get right to the meat of the
matter, all declarer has to do to make
the contract is to win the opening
heart lead with the ace and he sure to
play his king on it! l'his extraordinary stroke increases South's losers
but at the same
from four to five
time it tenders the defense helpless.
Without this highly unusual play,
four spades cannot be made.
Three rounds of trumps are next

drawn, after which South cashes the
ace of clubs and ace of diamonds
West is then presented with his bean
trick. No only that, but West is also
allowed to win the next two heart
leads while dummy discards two diaA.D.
monds and declarer two clubs.
Whether this actually occurred I
South them takes the rest of the
base no way of knowing, but that the tricks, since he is now in position to
hideous practice of double- trump two diamonds in dummy and
dummying partner to teach him the two clubs in his hand.
Tomorrow: Bidding quiz.
P.2008 Kong F twures Syndwsw Inc
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In 1969, British troops went
to Northern Ireland to intervene
in sectarian violence between
Protestants and Roman Catholics.
In 1973, the U S. bombing of
Cambodia came to a halt effective at midnight.
In 1980, workers went on strike
at the Lenin Shipyard in Gdansk.
Poland, in a job action that result-

ity labor movement
Ten years ago: A federal appeals

the way it was intended. but
I'm glad you got something positive out of it anyway_
I'm often asked if I hear back
from those whose letters I publish. Curious? Read on.
DEAR ABBY: You printed
my letter July 6. I signed myself
"Adrift in Anderson. S C." I
want you to know things have
since improved. My husband and
I finally talked, and we decided to work things out. I found
a better job and we put our
house up for sale. He's doing
sonizahing different now, too.
Money is no longer tight and
the pressure is off.
The main thing is, we talked
to each other and realized we
need to focus on what made us
want to be together in the first
place I decided to follow your
advice and did exactly what you
suggested. And I understand what
you mean about not being able
to "unnng the bell.'
Thank you for caring and for
printing my letter. Hopefully
there won't be any other people texting for divorces they
don't
want! Sign
me .
ANCHORED AGAIN IN S.C.

•
•
•

Japan barng

Irr

World War 11.
In 1958, Elvis Presley's moth
er, Gladys Love Smith Presley,
died in Memphis, Tenn., at age
46
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Rebellion, which was aimed at
purging China of foreign influence.
In 1935, President Roosevelt
signed the Social Security Act
into law.
In 1945, President Truman
announced that Japan had surrendered unconditionally
ending

Unsightly impetigo a
contagious infection

Woman who got off her high
horse didn't find much to ride
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1 Combine
6 Flash on
and off
11 Balloon
vendor s need
13 More
perceptive
14 Snort
of surprise
15 Use sparingly
16 Safety
or mosquito —
17 Pedro's
consent
18 Coffee brewer
20 Turnpike
rumblers
22 Mal ocean
23 Pay attention
25 License plate
26 Breathing organ
27 Consult a book
29 Automobile trim
31 Finish first
33 Tijuana uncle
34 Genghis Khan,
eg
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37 Some poems
40 Egg layers
41 Compost
43 Race by
as clouds
45 Circulars
46 Dive
48 Mine yield
49 New Eng state
50 — — step
further
51 Joule fraction
53 Type size
54 Wordlessly
56 Most logical
58 Look happy
59 Necessities
DOWN
1 Yup (hyph 1
2 Less distant

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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Old oath
1-4earty laughs
Rower visitors
Give
the go-ahead
8 — a jam

9 Get cozy
10 Tiny shrimp
12 Enter into
dealings with
13 Round Table
member
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19 Maiden-name
indicator
21 Apple
computer
22 Draw a bead
on
21 Sunrises
26 Wares
28 Excavate
30 John Wayne s
"— Lobo"
32 Viking base
34 Steak
preference
35 Add- —
(extras)
36 Old card game
38 Nature peel
39 Most certain
40 Does damage
42 Foot digrts
44 Parking-lot
mishaps
46 Foot part
47 Wheels
tor baby
50 Hair goop
52 Lion's quarry
55 Scan..' note
57 Elernent
no 99
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Harp\ Birthda\
YOU can run, but
you can't hide from
the gang! Happy
Belated 50th
Birthday Jimmy
Potts.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons arid companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibiiay whatsoever for their
activities.

ROOMMATE wanted
per
month
$400
Includes
furnished
bedroom, private bath.
kitchen
and
wid
access, cable and high
speed Internet available. 753-9477,
293-0042
Wanted
Male
or
female roommate. No
pets. $300 and half utilities 2 car garage and
pool
included
Furnished or unfurnished bedroom. Call
270-293-6405.

.n...Feund
CHOCOLATE lab, 2
old, white on
yrs
chest, knot on his
head 270-519-0286.
FEMALE Fawn Pug
named Chloe lost in
the Irvin Cobb Road
area Reward Please
call 293-6091

1

LOST: $100 Reward! 5
year old, neutered
male cat "Sparky'
White with greeblack
splotches. Lost July
30th, southeast end of
town. 753-0273.

inomid

Lead
Notice

NOTICE TO PUBUC OF INTENT TO REQUEST A RELEASE OF FUNDS
Auinen 14 2008
Kentucki Housing Corporation
1231 Loscsville Rd.
Frankfort, KY 40601
Mark Offennan, Chief Operating Officer
TO ALL INTERESTED AGENCIES, GROUPS AND eERSONS
On or about August 31, 2008. Kentucky Housing Corporation I KHC will reque.i
tia U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development !HUD. to reinter
Federal funds for the following project •
Begs= Purchase Area Housing Corporation - Purchase Area Housing
Corporation 2008 Homeowner Rehabilitation Project
Pittuasse; Purchase Area Hotel:nit Corporation intends to use HOME
funds to demolish and rebuild two (21 single family dwellings on
unidentified scattered sites located in Ballard. Calloway,(lichens Fulton,
Graves, Hickman, Marshall and McCracken Counties Additional units
may be completed in the next few years if the initial project goes
smoothly The project could also, under certain eenditione. assist up to
three families to rehabilitate their current dilapidated housing
J ne.J.axe, Scattered sites located in Ballard, Calloway. Carlisle, Fulton.
Graves, Hickman, Marshall and McCracken Counties. Kentucky
eialtrutI01111LOALLEnatitUILP1741151.. 175.90n
An Environmental Review Record respecting the within proyext has been made by
KHC which documents the environmentel review of the project The
Environmental Review Record is on file at the above address and us available for
public examination and copying upon renest during normal business hours
All interested agencies, groups and persons disagreeing with this decision are
invited to submit written comments for consideration by KHC to the Chief Officer,
Attention: Crystal Harrod. Such written comments should he received at the above
address on or before August 30, 2008 All such comments so received will he considered and KW well not request the release of Federal funds or take any administrative action on the within project prior to the date specified in the preceding
sentence
ICeiC will undertake the project described above with HOME funds from the U S.
Department of Housmg and Urban Development iHUB i under Title It of the
National Affordable Housing Act of 1990. KHC is certifying that KHC as State
Participating Jurisdiction consents to accept the jurisdiction of the Federal courts
if an action is brought to enforce responsibilities in relation to environmental
reviews, decision making, and action; and that these responsibilities have been
satusfied. The legal effect of the certification is that upon its approval, KHC may
use the HOME funds and HUD will have satisfied its responsibilities under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 and other related laws and authordtes.
HUD will accept ten objection to its approval of the release of funds and acceptance
of the certification only if it is on one of the following bases: (al That the certification was not in fact executed by KHC's Certifying Officer: or ibi that KHC has
faded to make one of the two findings pursuant to 24 CFR Part 58 Sec. 58.40 or to
make the written determination required by Seca. 58.35, 58.47 or 58.53 for the
project, as applicable; or ic KHC has omitted one or more of the steps set forth at
subparts E of 24 CFR Part 58 for the preparation, publication and completion of
an Environmental Assessment; or (di KHC has omitted one or more of the steps
set forth at subparta F and G of 24 CFR Part 58 for the conduct, preparation, publication and completion of an Environmental Impact Statement, if applicable; or
el KHC has committed funds or incurred costs not authorized by 24 CFR Part 58
before release of funds and approval of the environmental certification by HUD: or
((IA Fades-al agency acting pursuant to 40 CFR part 1504 has submitted a written
finding that the project m unsatisfactory from the standpoint of environmental
quality.
Ob,ections must be prepared and submitted in accordance with the required procedure (24 CFR Part 58) and may be addressed to: MS. Virginia Peck_ Director.
Office of Community Planning & Development, U S. Department of Housing &
Urban Development. 601 West Broadway, Room 110, Louisville, KY 40202.
Objections to the release of funds on bases other than those stated above will not
be considered by HUD. No objection received after September 14, 2008 will be considered by HUD

The Murray Ledger & Times is seeking a solid print journalist to cover
Variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree, strong reporting, writing,
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071. No phone calls.
Interested applicants must apply by
resume only; interviews will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
inten.lews will be conducted.
Walt0

LEDGER &TIMES
Full-time RN for busy medical
practice. Must be licensed in the State
of Kentucky. Will need good phone,
organizational and people skills. Must
be willing to work a flexible schedule
which will include Saturday's. Please
send resume and cover letter to: P.O.
Box 1040-B, Murray, KY 42071.

Now hiring doormen
for security purposes.
Apply in person,
no phone
calls please
SHOPPITS Of
MURRAY
/Utast. isaly's
illacrier's)

Britth,tven ,,1 lienlon is ,:urrently accepting apple..
lions for the following position: RN's afternoon
shift. We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefit package. Mils: be licensed in the State of
Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY 42025

Invitation to Bid

OTR flat bed position
available, Dallas Mavis
terminal Dresden, TN.
731-414-1626.
SPORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
positive commitments
and goals.

1

We are in search of full
time, day shift employees to fill positions in
these
areas1)
Electronic/circuit
board repair, some
experience required. 2)
Scoreboard assembly, using small hand
reading
tools
and
are
schematics
required.
SuoCesstul candidates
self-motivated,
are
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality
of their YAWS
Salary is commensurate with experience.
Sport able
Scoreboards offers a
competitive. comprehensive benefit package. Apply at
106
Max Hurt Drive. Murray
or direct resume to
wag_ recruiting0scor
aboarell.com
RESPONSIBLE individual(s) for full time
Crew
employment.
Chief and Rodman
positions open. Self
starter. Must be physically able to walk distances and work in all
conditions.
outdoor
References required
Send resume to P.0
Box 308, Murray, KY
42071

The Housing Authority of Murray, KY will receive bids for furnishing all labor
required for the replacement of roof on 15 buildings. All necessary materials
will be provided by the Housing Authority of Murray. Bids will be received until
2 PM, local standard time, on August 25. 2008 at the Main Office of the
Authority at 716 Nash Drive, Murray, KY 42071 At that time all bids received
will be publicly opened and read aloud.
Proposals submitted by mail should be addreered to the Housing Authority of
Murray. 716 Nash Drive, Murray KY 42071 and should he plainly marked as
"Bid Documents for Roofs" with the bidder's name and the date and time for the
receipt of bids. All proposals submitted lay- mail must lie at the Main Office by
the date hated above and will be held unopened at the Main Office of the
Authority until 2 PM at which time they will be opened with those that have
been hand delivered Faxed Bids are not acceptable
Bid packages may be obtained at the Main Office Monday through Friday•
between the hours of
8 AM - 3:30 PM.
All interested contractors mutt attend a Pre-Bid meeting to !le held on August
18 at 10 AM
at the Main Office of the Housing Authonty at 716 Nash Drive. Murray KY to
famihsrize themselves with the existing conditioes
Bidders are required to provides Bid Bond in the amount it 57, it the hid
amount for bids over 1100,000_00 and the successful bidder will be required to
furnish and pay for a !satisfactory Performance and Payment Bond in the
amount of 1005 of the contract amount. Surety for both the Bid Bond and the
Performance/Payment Bond must be from an acceptable qualified firm listed on
the U.S Treasury Department Circular No 570
The Contractons submitting bids or being considered for this ark shall he
licensed to perform such work by the state in which the work is located and are
required to cam! General Liability Insurance and Worker's Compensation
Insurance in the amount specified In the bid documents Contractor shall isis
mit evidence of such before his bid may be opened or conenered
Attention is called to the fact that wages, not lers, than the Davis-Bacon Wage
Rates as published by the U.S. Department of Labor must he paid on this peeect MI Contractors shall be required to comply with the equal employment
requirements of the Federal Government All Contractors will also be required
to comply with the stipulations contained in the Contract Work Hours and
Safety Standards Act and to certify to compliance so the completion of the work
-rev
The Authority reserves the right to reject any or all bids and to waive any it
ularities or triformalitiee in the bidding. No bids may he withdrawn for a perosi
of sixty 601 days subsequent to the opening of bide, without the consent of the
Authority

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is seeking a
qualified individual to be a member of the
MCCH Board of Trustees.
Interested applicants can send their resume to
any current member of the Board or submit
their resume to Hazel Morton at
hmoilontt m urrayhospita I org" hmorton EiP murrayhospeal.org
All resumes will be reviewed by the Board
Member Nominating Committee.
Deadline for receipt of resume is
August 25, 2008

The Henry County Board of Education
is now accepting applications for:
Staff Nurse(LPN or RN)
Harrelson Elementary School,
Puryear
This is a 179 day/year position, aligned
with school breaks and holidays. Two
years experience required. Applications
may be picked up at the Henry County
Board of Education/CSH
217 Grove Boulevard, Pans, TN. or
on-line at
1,ww_ed.h nryk12,0111
(employment). Submit application by
Wed. 27 Aug 08
Wendy S. Collins,(270) 293-2932
Director of Nursing
The Henry County Board of Education is an
Equal-Opportunity Employer

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF MURRAY
BY Faye Dodd, Executive Director
2008

060
Rep Warded

DATE- This 12th day of August.

%Wad
FULL OR PART time
housekeeping Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7:00PM
Only, positively.

VISA ,
i___1101AW1

POS Touch Screen
Systems Restaurantbars- retail- stores
Salary plus commission 436-5933

Need to fax
your ad?
Our number is
(270)753-1927

IES has an immediate
opening tor an experiaccounting
enced
assistant Apply online
www integrityemal
pioyrnmentsolutions co
m or call
270-395-0342

LPN/RN Busy medica
office Four days a
week Send resume to
2957 HWY 641 N
Murray, KY 42071
759-1215-fax
Must
include references

CENTER
Director/Management
Consultant-Murray,
Small
Business
Development Center,
College of Business &
Public Affairs, Murray
State University. Fulltime non-tenure track
begin
position
to
September
2008.
Qualifications:
Bachelor's in Business
with expenence working with the business
community required.
Experience in owning,
operating, or consulting with small business
preferred. Must have
strong communication
and presentation skills
with the ability to work
with a variety of constituents, Must posses
accounting
anceor
financial analysis skills.
Familiarity with region
and community service
preferred
agencies
R•sponalblilti•s:
Consultation to small
owners,
business
mangers and entrepreneurs, Present and
lead seminars on a
variety of business
related
topics.
Outreach, visit, and
coordinate with area
banks, chamber's, area
development districts
and other entities for
prornotior. of MSU and
the MSU-SBDC proApplicetton
gram.
Deadline: August 22,
2006. To Apply: Send
letter of application,
resume, and three references to. Search
Chair,
Committee
MSU-SBOC,
253
Building,
Business
Murray, KY 42071.
Women aed minorities
are encouraged to
apply. Murray State
University is an equal
education and employopportunity
melt
WM). AA employer.
MURRAY State
University
The Regional Special
Events
Center
of
Murray
Slate
University seeks an
Assistant
Facility Manager
Application Deadline:
Postmarked by
August 15, 2008
For a description of
position, qualifications,
and application procedures,
visit:
http.
wenv.murraystate.edufi
ndirthrTiobrpthtm'
Murray
State
University is an equal
education and employopportunity.
ment
M/F/D, AA Employer

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterprises
may be lust the place
for yout Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th Si
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
THE COL Truck Dnving
Program located at
234 Pioneer industrial
Drive, Mayfield, KY
'Complete in lust 20
days.
•Lowest tuition in the
area.
.College credit
available.
•OTR regional or local
job assistance
available.
eiNIA & VA approved.
New classes beginning
now.
1-888-503-5151 or
270-247-9159
COL Training Services
& Consulting has
contracted with West
Kentucky Community
and Technical College
to provide the CDL
Truck Driving Program.
COL Training services
is licensed by the
Kentucky State Board
of Proprietary
Education,
EOE
Institution
http://trainingwestkentucky.kctcs,edultruckdriving.shtml
& Chadors
AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has openings
in her home. Small
daycare in a great
environment
home
Autobond
accepted.
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or 270753-7031.
Housecleaning
270-759-9553
DONNAS Angels caregivers. Specialized in
sitters for home, assisted living, and hospitals, Available 24-7,
270-970-7820.
WILL clean houses
(2701293-5806.

Local retail business
for seie. Excellent
income for husband &
wife team. Includes all
inventory, f&f
and
equipment For more
information call 630561 -0203

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Dreneln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235.
227-6004
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS

, 11,
i1/1(7

150
Articles
For Sala
2 nice bunal plots in
Elm Grove Cemetery.
both $700 753-8349
7 yr. old side by side
GE refrigerator. $350
753-5958.
CHICKENS for sale
437-4295
DOG pen for sale
978-1231
ELECTRIC
OR
PEDAL) BIKE FOR
SALE
A
beautiful
machine ready to help
save the environment
and eliminate expenses. To
-see pictures arid
complete description,
e-mail
Han0bellsouth.net or call Had
Barnett 270-362-8483
or 270-832-0016.
FLUTEArmstrong
Model 104, excellent
condition
$299
(262)490-4692
FOR Sale: 48 couches, oversized chairs,
entertainment centers.
coffee tables, end
tables and headboards Bulk sale or
individual sales welcome Make an offer,
selling cheap. Call
270 759-3003.
FICIAL
,,ASIEILIST.f.R% •
Sr..C.10TERS
•
.11)(/ .1,11Pdsocc
42.3I-593-9399.
YAMAHA Piano, great
condition. Call
753-9235 after 5prn.
9

Read
All About ;
It!

WI

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
telp wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgerscom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& limes. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Munay area
job listings. Thank you.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3556

subscribe to the

tur-

MURRAY

' LEDGER&TIMES
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P.O. Rex 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1918
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PUBLIC AUCTION

Thurschiy, August 14, 2008 •

310
Went to Rent

Want To Rant

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own land

Saturday, August 16, 2008•10 a.m.
At the DWI Miller Auction Barn Lynn Grove, Ks'.
From Mayfield, KY take Hwy.80 to Coldwater. turn onto
hwy. 1836, follow to auction. Signs posted. From Murray, KY
take Hwy.94 West to Lynn Grove, signs posted.
Lot of nice framed prints & paintings - Never Thirst by Ken Holland - nice
oval besel oak frame mirror - old light green Alladin lamp - five 2 & :I piece
bedroom suites - two brass looking beds - a framed picture of Shirley Temple
and signed - old oval bubble glass picture frame with a military young man 1 nice sofas - one queen sleeper - 3 nice recliners - other odd chairs - coffee
& end tables - nice table & reading lamps - nice frost free refrigerator - nice
washer & dryer - computer desk - office desk & chair - hanging wall mirror nice sees ice island for the kitchen on casters - lighted & glass thriving cuno
cabinet - clean throw rugs & hall runner - like new Sunbeam gas grill - hunter
green baker's rack - quilt racks - lot of Dan Post items - lot of new toys still
in boxes - games - large flat top trunk - nice wood drop kW. table & chairs bookshelf - nice wood cabinet for stereo & computer - ke of computer parts
& pieces- foyer table - 2 nice old dining chairs - color t.v - large lot of nice
Christmas items - old comic books - other collector items. There will be some
surprises at this auction. Some old glass - some new glass • what not items nice bedspreads & pillows. This is a partial listing. Will be an all day auction.
Lunch available • Not responsiblefor accidents.
For MOM inlOnnation and sour auction needs ph,

ISA

DAN MILLEF1 435-4144. DARRELL BEANE
TERRY D PASCHALL 767-9223
BROKER & AUCTIONEER

Mrs

SATURDAY,AUG. 16, 2008
9:00 AM
Call Larry

PURYEAR.TN-206 Jones Street - F rom
Paris. TN take Hwy. 641 N. to Puryear.
Jones Street is the second street on the right
past Minit Mart.
Selling complete wall to wall inventory for Rhael's
This and That
TN state sales tax will be collected
(For details/pictures sisit our website:
weeAkatiaiLderauctitaLom

ucks and
-5235

aid for
id guns.
;porting
3 S. 12th.
ay.

• 110,111 It.ilts UI l't RN1‘tl

al plots ir
Cemetery
'53-8349
ie by side
stor, $350
for sale

r sale

( OR
IKE FOR
beautiful
Kly to help
nvironment
te expensictures and
lescription;
Hart0bellr call Hart
)-362-8483
)016.

1750 Lowes Drive
Murray, KY 42071

NOW AVAILABLE:
One bedroom: $350
Two bedmom: $434

11-.5545 & CON.1)11.10 S Complete ‘erilvineni Jus Ii Jo,
PaNable ts CASH CkSlill-R ti HI( h.n PERS(YS
Hi( i.
w.th CURRI- N1 BA lk I ETTER OE CREDIT guaramering pas
Mead Made 10 ('Avg Curl,., Aibetlifl Serskc required 5, 511 pce
...re. nog prnonalls
I, the at5.5.,/, Lomrans

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
James Stages. Jr. listing auctioneer
17311247-5450
Apprentice auctioneer TsIii'"200

-Calloway County
•Pictoria) 8c FamIlY
Histbry Bocksldr.
-.Sale Great-for.
reunions,
C

.1c1'18

SONY Flat Panel TV's
Full line of all Sony flat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
including
models
XBR
Sony's Best
series. On display for
free delivery & set-up,
surround
custom
sound installation also
available, Guaranteed
lowest prices, locally
owned and operated.
Come in see these
magnificent TV's in
Murray
action
Telephone
Electronics. Inc., corner of 8th and Arcadia.
(270)753-7567.

iano, n.
all
ter 5prn.

Mail

.-435.00
-.463.00

er Mail
Iptioas

-490-00
....$145.00

TAN sectional couch
and denim loveseat for
safe, Perfect for college apartment Both in
condition
fair
Sectional couch $175,
loveseat S50. Call 227,
5976,

MAIN STREET
FURNISHINGS
Big Sale
New & Used
Furniture
1407 Main St.
(270) 761-7653
TOP quality
consignment furniture,
accessories and
antiques.
Reed Interiors
603 Main St.
753-6361

2000
Fleetwood,
Dblwde mobile home.
28x52, 3 BR. 2 BA,
good
condition, 2
decks included, must
be moved_ $29,500
obo Call 270-9185753 or 270-293-4394.
98 Fairmont 16x80. 3
BR, 2 BA, vinyl siding.
Northern ins, nice.
270-489-2525
GOT LAND? Own land
or have family land
available, you can
quality for $0 down
for
FREE
Call
APPROVAL. 7314E149429.

Applances

?WC
LARGE
SAKIECIION
USRDES
WAIRD4LIKINS
005 Saith

(tirn

C'sk
ii ii

n to:

st

1 & 2 bedroom Apts
available Close to
MSU, College Farm
Apts. 978-1123
1 8 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU. Coleman
RE 753-9898

I

1BR $275 38R $500
753-5731

519

•

1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets.
$250/mo. 767-9037

Call now for information
& application 270-762-1044
or 270-804-0850
TTY# 800-648-6056

2BR
IBA duplex
1304
Appliances,
Peggy Ann Section 8
oh. 270-753-0259

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

2BR duplex, nice.
C/H/A, appliances furnished. Vanous locations. Coleman RE
753-9898

15115 Diuguid Drive • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556

TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

2BR8 3BR apartments
available. Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit, no
pets. 753-2905
3 BR house, C/H/A. 1,
2. & 3 BR Apt. 7531252. 753-0606, 7613694.
3 BR, 2 BA, all appliances furnished, nice.
541 Bailey Rd $675
plus deposit. Call 270841-1599.

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m..6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
Size Units
Available
*Now Have
Climate Control

4 BR, 2 BA, all appliances. Move in free
days. Coleman RE
753-9898

753.3853

BEAUTIFUL country 2
BR apartment with
horse stalls available.
$575. 489-2741.
Cornerstone
Realty & Rental
Rental Property &
Property Management
Services available
Cal 761-7355
www.lconwastoaerealty.cum
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 2 BR with
deck and outside storage. all appliances
including washer, dryer
dishwasher.
and
$500/mo 759-5885 or
293-7085

-111121
-1
Midas
For Sals

• Free Cable
• Washer, Dryer. Range.
Dishwasher & Refrigerator
• All Electric • Central Heat & Air
• Carpet & Ceramic Tile
• Patio/Deck

1 BR apt various ioa
cations Coleman RE
Move in free days
753-9898

GREAT
Location!
Studio
apartment,
washer. pet
free,
smoke free. $325
month. 1 yr. lease
226-8006.
apt.
Large studio
above Bradley Book
Co. on campus, newly
remodeled.
1303
Chestnut
Street.
$675/mo.
Includes
water and sewage.
(270)293-3710.
NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3hedroorn Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 NortftwOOd Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO 41-800-648-6056
NOW Leasing at The
Chase at MurrayOffenng fully furnished
apartments with new
living room furniture
and pedestal beds.
Utilities included with
cap.
Log
onto
www.myownapartment.com or call 270
759-3003 for additional
information.
TOWNHOUSES for
rent. 3 or 4 bedroom,
2.5 bath. 1.400 sq ft.,
washor/Oryer, refrigerator, oven, stove, dishwasher. 3 BR $630, 4
BR $800. No pets
Secunty deposit $800
1217 N 16th Si..
Murray. 270.348-0458.
Close
to
MSU.
Meadowiark
Townhouses.

All sires to
fit sour needs
Located by
Frogr radio station
7

5 759-9.c4

1 or 2 bedroom house
in country. Appliances
furnished, Central FliA
$575.00 a month, one
year lease, one month
deposit, no pets. Call
753-2905.
2 BR on S. 9th St.,
garage, big fenced
backyard, appliances,
all electric, air
conditioner, w/d hookup, 1 yr. lease, $525,
call 270-767-0615.
2 or 3 BR houses near
Murray.
downtown
753-4109.

Murray

Ledget & Times
(270)753-1916
80
Psts & Supplies

Tanglewood
Apartments

4354420.

I isuv,

Woroc, t o clout.
v Ur
11,1 •
t1.001,hCINes
cntenammem centers •Earls American dresser u/mome •
dinette set stf4 chairs•china hutch •enamel(op kitchen
,net•oak dresser + large DOOM scale• buither's desk u,isopper ;op•prim%e bah!, bed,cotter table & end tables•sofa
tables•cedar Chest Lane t•recliner + ning hack chair•sofa
• lamps•mirrors•assorted chairs• tiling cabinets• rolling
itis • quill chest • quilting frame•French Pros moat night
4and 121 complete Jim Beam trains (circa 191'5 t • Aladdin
lamp•oil Lamps• assorted glassware • assorted nail hangings • framed art • assorted stoneware •Roses ilk sane •
McCos tea kenk•Sham nee planter • lead crystal pieces•
assorted dinneruare•cake stands•assorted glassuare•cansier sets + 50 stale afghan• mist VHS & DS ido u 4 trading card collodion +51), hoses, - hasehall, hockes, football.
lsesen Sionn. golf + bell collection + elephant collection +
Mini liquor bottle :silk:awn I 1964-1990 t • hundreds of figurines • ts:uum cleaners • assorted coiAsiarc • heaters +
Fiesta gas grill •Westinghouse refrigerator•(iihson electric
range + Slag% Chet electru. range + truck pocket tool box +
assorted fans, fisiures dselsing • owner shelses•checkout counter + shou tier.es • 16 ta. enclosed bumper trailer
ufback drop door, shels es• Kew.Co Cart. 175CC. Yamaha
MolOr• trailer light sets•strait h sets•serekstlriSer sets•air
compressor • Homelite blotter • Featherlite weedeater +
scroll sans (Craftsman, Iklifo • int% hand tools •Guys Stossterg 410. bolt action. Sidi 1St. Da10 poly choke •
Remington 12 ga. auto . Sttll 1100.12/s" soiled Lionel•H&R
Arens. Sidi 922 Revolter, It shin, 22 eat. tafti" barrel•CVA 50
sal muff1c loader %/Simmons 359540 scope •Denton USA
Compound how slquiser. arroNs, sights. rest & release &
much, mush more
Leach Available !Voe Respansibk For Accirfents

Armstrong
excellent
$299.
92.

48 couchd chairs,
nt centers.
5, end
ieadk sale or
des we)an offer,
p. Call
)3.

RI

Start.

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S
Murray, KY 42071
270-75375562
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
ismer of 121 & Glendale
IBM& $25 10x15 $48
(2701436-2524
(2701293-6906
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available. 7532905 or 753-7536.
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
•Sale & clean
*We seil boxes,
-We rent U-Hauls.
753 3i'

AKC lab puppies, gelow or black
Vet
checked, first shots
and wormed $300
270-247-7020
AKC Scottish Terrier
Puppies,
wheaten
color. beckyhbOattnet
270-236-2210,
270-236-2751.
AKC Shih Tzu puppies,
vet checked. wormed,
first shots, beautiful
colors/markings.
5
female.
1
male,
$300ea
270-7531059. 270-227-2264.
Corgi puppies, child
friendly, had shots, registered, $400
270-205-5784
FEMALE
standard
poodle AKC registered
red. 753-6606.

3 Br, brick on Melrose
Drive, 2 Ba, new central air/Teat, all electric
big fenced backyard,
2-car garage, dishwasher, stove, w/d
hook-up, STV. lease.
$850. Call
270-767-0615

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668
Commie* Prop

For

Rent,

Clean-up shop, utilities
paid, washer & dryer
furnished. 293-6430.

OFFICE Or retail space
available Prime location 753-2905
293-1480
3BR, 28A, located SHOP for rent
downtown on square. $450.00 a month. Call
at 401 A Maple. New 753-2905 or 293-8595.
appliances, carpet &
STORAGE building
paint. 1 yr lease and
40x40, gas heat, insudeposit. $875. Call
lated. located 406 1/2
270-978-0698.
Sunbury Circle Murray.
ONLY 11/4 miles from $300/month, Cali
Murray City Limits and Carlos Black,
MSU. on 121N 3BR, (270)
436-2935
1BA
with
32x42
detached garage. CHA
newly remodeled. No
pets. Lease $600
month, 270-753-1718.
1'74,13. '

Murni, I ,dger
Itouttng Act s.ntke

rral eNtate adsernsed hem
the Federal Fair
tious.ing Sd which makes t
illegal hi adserhvr atmi preter•
4,-na Imitation Of desnmtna
hour ba•rd on tar ,oke, nIt
glom wk. handicap. NIT1114,11 nia
his Of national origin, or mien
-11 1
r•

tialfs to make an, such prefer

en.rs limitation, or de.cnnuna
non
Sure laws torbid drwominamin
in the salt, rental Of adsermang
or real estate based on lassoes m
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will know ingh Kopf Jr.

Additions, Drywall, Painting, Windows
Roofing, Decks, Sun Rooms
Screen Porches, Concrete and Repairs

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007
SEPTECH
(270) 759-1515

BRENT ALLEN

Avelino% lot teat estate which
is not in violabon ot die an AU

persons are hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
asailable on an equal opportunity basis
For nuttier assassins- with Farr
Floitsang Advertising requireMerits, :ontAct
AA counsel
Rene P %lam i703i nattlff

ALEXANDER SEPTIC SERVICE
(270)753-5933

=To.=

•
il

Lotr

or

BUILDING lot for sale
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032

MALE Dashund puppies, 7 weeks old,
Horses For Sale
wormed & first shots,
red smooth, short 'OWNER Finance•
haired. 376-5711
No Credit Check
2 Bedroom, 2 Bath
PAPILLON pups 4 and
with bonus room
5 months old $150 &
Newly remodeled with
$200. 270-748-5575.
central heat and air in
the lake area
DOG Obedience.
$2500 down,
436-2858.
$570/month
127 Tearose New
Concord, Kentucky
iP
osatoek
l & Supplies
Call Bonnie at (270)
761-7355
DIFFERENT size pigs
1703 Farmer Ave.
270-436-5243
3BR, 1/1-2 BA, fireplace wigas logs,
400
CI-VA, well insulated,
Yard Sale
large storage house.
Reduced to $87,000.
Call 753-8349
YARD SALE
2 years old. 3 BR, 2
321 JACKSON
BA, 1011 Payne St.
For vie. call
STREET
270-994-4380.
PURYEAR, TN
2BR,
2BA,
500
SATURDAY
Chantilly
Drive,
9:00-5:00
,appliances included.
New flooring installed
Old & new coins,
throughout. Fenced
sport items,
backyard.
antiques and
270-293-6771
household items
313DEL2 be bock home
on 7 acres II. north
Calloway, more into at
753-2761 293-2819 or
MOVING SALE
www.ow ne rs.com Wt
551APOLEW000
W7832
CCINO
LEFT PASSED
4 BR,2 BA brick house
REVS-AUTO
on 3.6 acres, Large
FRIDAY &
family room with fireSATURDAY
place,
basement
Toward New Concord.
$82.000.
731-644-0783.

r

Greg Taylor
Attorhey st lw

16•••••
114
,

Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal
Trees shaped, trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment •
24 hour emergency service • Licensed & Instired

Ron Frame, Jr
Res.: 270-474-0323•Cell: 270-227-3140
"No yob is complete until customer is satisfied.'"

Horan For Sale
OWNER wants offer
141 Blissful View Dr.
Saratogall Subdivison
New construction. 4 Br,
2 Ba, 2,534 :,q.ft. Open
house Tuesday 8/12,
Thursday 8/14 3:006.00pm. All offers will
be reviewed Friday
3:00pm. For
8;15
more information 270804-1655
TREED private lot is
setting for this 4 BR 2.5 B brick with 2 car
attached garage plus
detached
workshop/garage for 4
additional vehicles.
Sunroom, rec area,
tile. hardwood Ask us about financing. 753 1492 - C21
Loretta Jobs Realtors
UTILIZE the attached
living quarters for a
family member or utilize the private additional space as your
income, Spacious
home in a perfect setting for quiet family living. Fast possession
on this 4-5 BR brick 753 1492 C21 Loretta
Jobs Rea
We Buy
Houses;
Immediate
Debt Reliefl
(270)761-Homo
seww.creatrre

98 Olds low miles
$4 200 One owner
garage kept
752-0755

02 Chevy Venture Van
Warner Bros. Edition,
dvd. tits 7-8 people.
red '53-4 168

PONTOON Boat to
sale. 293-0392- days
759-4687- evenings
rint
1
Services Offered
•

14.116
tAWN,SERVICE
Mewing, Maniconeg
' tand'ecapirie
-.teat Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarantee'
753-1816 227-061
YOUR AD
COULD. BE
HERE -FOR,
ONLY 575:60
A MONTH CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Nom summit
Res.. Corn,. & Ind
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
YARD SALE
725 Radio Rd
Almo
Thursday &
Friday
Aug. 14 & 15
7am-5pm
Plus size women's
cothes, boys
clothes, household
items, old toys and
alot more

3 Br, 2 Ba, 2 acres
$850. 293-5090.
3 Br, 2 Ba, on quiet
street across from city
park in Hazel, C/1-1,41,
appliances. $550 plus
deposit. Not pets
References required.
753-1059.

Calhoon Construction,u.c
FREE
Licensed
FREE
Estimates and Insured Estimates

The Place to

Call(276)293-9800
or (276)293-7511

Licensed & Bonded in KY 8oTenri 41281 Firm 2333
My Service Ockesn t Cost, It Pays

PUTERS
'Sales
pgrades
$56

or have family land!
Zero down, easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

WANTED FOR LEASE OR
LEASE TO OWN:
Nice home outside of city limits,
on at east I acre (preferably more),
with 3+ bedrooms, 2+ baths. minimum 1700 sq. ft. with garage(s)/outbuilding(s).
Excellent references.

GARAGE SALE
1302 SYCAMORE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-1
10ft baseboard
neater, desk &
chair, chest of
drawers, book
case, lots of
movies, clothes
floor fan

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
8295 ST RT 94W
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
All size clothing,
toys and knick
knacks

Email us at mItOrnurrayledgercom

GATESBOROUGH, 2
homes, FSBO
4/3/3, 3,000 AC. 4,000
total,
9
acres
$209.000 OBO
3/2/2
completely
remodeled
New
$154,900
everything
417-337-3561.
HOUSE for sale or
rent.
3 BR, 2 BA, fenced
backyard
stainless
appliances, hardwood,
completely remodeled.
Available for
rent
1st,
September
$123.000 or $850
monthly.
(270) 210-0663
MURRAY Estates. 3
BR,
2.5
BA.
Immaculate, tastefully
decorated 5 acre lot.
7 67-2246

New 2-4
Bedroom homes
in Riverfield
EstatesMatt Jennings
293-7872

2003 KAWA Ninia
ZX6R, 7100 miles,
Red, $5100,
(27C) 356-0273.
2002 Yamaha Blaster,
mint condition, tringa
brakes, all fmf
exhaust. 230cc.
$1,350 293-2650

USED TIRES
1-1 iS 16 inch.'
Starting at S20

mounted

Call 753-5606

436-2867 Lamb's Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters
iunk & tree work
ALL Carpentry
Remodeling, additions,
decks. home & mobile
home repair, water &
termite damage. tile &
hardwood floors. 30
yrs exp. Larry Nimmo
753-2353 753-0353
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE a PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

lift Valdes
97 Explorer Eddie
Bauer, fully loaded,
everything
power
leatther, Mustang GT
engine, $6.300 book
$4.300 obc 417-337
3561
Used Cal

FOR sate Ford Crown
Vrctona, excellent care
--good gas mileage
$3,000 270-519-4329
Owner Financed
2006 Maxima, loaded
LancVHome
35,000 miles $19,900
$250 deposit
753-5731
Terms Negotiable
2002 Mercury Grand
(270) 4.4,3-8737
Marquis, excellent condition, $5,500.
492-8810.
REDUCED
2001
PT Cruiser,
LAKE house. Three
loaded. limited edition,
bedroom 2 bath with
p-sun roof, chrome
double garage, wateiwheels,
cranberry
front lot. with trees,
pearl $5.950
storage shed, floating
(270) 753-4168
boat dock, concrete
ramp
boat
1995 Mitsubishi 3000
Call FT. 112.000mi. $3,800.
$248,500 00
753-2905 or 293-8595
29? 5572

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
ratimsi*ftang
A'I latintrIR
)'sIR-X'SI.

270--53-2279

Over 40 years exp.
Sala & Installation
90 days same as cash
753-7728
DNJ HANDYMAN
for all your handyman
needs. 293-5438
FOR all you roofing_
vinyl, metal porches
decks and remodeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
LING iteiretaisa.corr
ANNOUNCEMENTS
*MECHANICS: Up to
$20,000 bonus. Keep
the
Army
National
Guard
Rolling
Fix
Humviees. Strykers. etc
Expand
your skills
through career training
Be a Soldier 1-800G
0
GUARD.corremectiane

•Divorce without children $95 00 Divorce
wilt i children $9500
FREE
name
With
documents
change
wife only) and maatai
settlement agreement
Fast easy ano protes
sional Cal 1-888-789
0198

•Suarvan University is
seeeing a dynamic
leader for the position
Dl Executive Director of
the Lexington, KY cernpus
Requires
a
Master's
Degree
(Doctorate preferaedi
arid minimum five years
management *Marti:nee on post seconoary
education.
Send
resume to mlowe•sullivan.edu or .1R, 3101
Bardstown
Road,
Louisville, KY 40205
EOE

.One order, One check,
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to Owe
a 25-word classified in
70 Kentucky newspapers for only $250 For
more infomiation. conclassified
tact
the
department of
this
newspaper or call KPS
502-223-8821
BUILDINGS
Seconds
No
•No
Ca:iceled Sales. teatime but great seenoe &
selection on high quality
steel buildings Softener
Building Systems, 800327-0790
ad
26,
wevesentinelbuildings.c
orn
FINANCIAL
eRS Troubles??? Get
the AS off your back
We can help-guaranFormer
IRS
teed'
Agents
1-800-427Minch
0790
and
Associates Our clients
never meet with the
IRS,
FOR SALE
•A New Computer Now'
Brand Name iaptops &
desktops. Bad or NO
credit- No Problem,
Smallest Weeldy payments avail, its yours
NOW- Call 800-8405366
HELP WANTED

*Experienced
Phlebotomists, paramedics,
MD's. LPN's, MA's
needed for Daytime
Mobile
Insurance
Examinations. $16-30
exam KY and Southern
IN. Detail oriented, independent
contractor
work. E-mail resume:
gpd0insighttitecom
4-Jost Families Sought
for Foreign Exchange
Students, 15-18 years
old Has own spending
money & insurance.
Call Today! American
Intercultural
Student
Exchange, 1 -800-SIBLING WWW.eise.corn

-Diver-Home
Weekends! Co. Drivers
Up to .42cpm 0/0's
90cprn +ESC lye. -17T
Experience,
Good
MVR, Stable Work
History
rag
Epes
Transpon
88814936047 wwre epastransport.corr
*Drivers
$1000+
Weekly. Sign-On Bonus
35-41 cpm Earn over
$1000
weekly!,
Excellent
benefits
Need COL-A & 3 mos
recent OTR 800-6358669

INSTRUCTIONAL

*Drivers - Competitive
Pay, Great Home Time.
•Amenciin
Heavy
Van and Flatbed Fleets
Equipment
Training
23 YO. I yr OTR, COL866-280-5836 NCCER
A. Smithway Motor
Acr.sedited Equipment
Xpress Since 1958'
Operator Classes Train
888 - 6 1 9 - 760 7
in
Kentucky.
wyvw.smec.oarn
Employment
DriversHome
Financial Assistance
Weekends, Great pay!
State Training Dollars
Company
&
LeP
are
Available
to
Available Palo vacation
Otailified Applicants.
a premium benefits.
-ATTEND COLLEGE COL-A and 3 months
Online from home. experience required.
(800)441-4271
'
Medical
'Business Cali
'Paralegie 'Computert x-KY-100
'
Cnminal Justice_ Job *DriversKNIGHT
placement assistance
TRANSPORT- 'Open
Computer
available. House
Saturday,
Financial Aid if gum- August 23rd, 11-2pm.,
tied. Cali 865-858-2121 3702 W. Minnesota
www.CenturaOnline.00 Street, Indianapolis, IN.

*Deputy
Director
Kentucky Office of Bar
Admissions.
Maior
duties under director's
supervision:
"Devetopingi
mplemeriting procedures for
processing applications,
identifying
probiern
applicants for Character
& Fitness Committee.
'P roviding
support/
back-up staff supervision. 'Administer-Jag bar
examination: oversee
proctors.
disability
accommodations end
computer
testing.
•Pertorrnmg ecoaunting'
bookkeeping functions.
'Attending confehereale.'
meetings. QUALIFICA'College
TIONS.
degree
or
higher.
'Management end/or
*gal
experience.
of
'Knowledge
Microscft Office and
CluickBooks.
"Acoeunting/ bookkeeping experience desired.
SALARY:
$45,000S55,000 commensurate
with expeners..,e education.
DEADLINE:
August
20.
2008.
Dir.,
APPLY
TO.
Kentucky Office of Bar
Admissions,
1510
Newtown Pike, Suite
156. Lexington. KY
40511.
•Eam $25.00 per sale
OFFERING home telephone service starting
at $24.95. Free connect
fee, free features, no
deposits, no credit
checks, BeNsoutIVAT&T
Markets only! 1-866716-4537

•Onver Class A&B COL
Drivers Local Regional
& OTR Job Openings in
the
Louisville
KY
Evansville IN Areas
Full-time or pan-time
502-452-1095 (2 yrs
recent
exp
req)
were abdnvers corn

rri

•Can you dig it? Heavy
Equipment School 3vik
training
program.
Backhoes. Bulldozers,
Trackhoes. Local iob
placement asst. Stan
digging dirt now. 866362-6497
NOINLE HONES
*AAA 3 bedroom 2 bath
Dounievede Must sell
Ovrner will finance C.ell
270-678-2460
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED

888-346-4639. You arid
your family are invited
to meet our staff, take a
tour and have some
hottiogs. Get qualified
that
day!
Great
Benefits.
Newer
Equipment,
Earn
$43,000 in first year!
earkesJOTR experience
required.
*Drivers- We have Miles
& Freight! Positions
available ASAP! ClassA COL wrtank endorsement regal Top pay &
premium benefits. Call
877-484-3061 or visit
WWW.oakieytransport.c
ore

-Atte Drivers. Homo
Weekends! Get Paid
40e per mite. Tarp pay
& 6% boriusi CDL-A& *Flatbed 0/0 Average
6 mo. flatbed em. Gross $182 plus fuel
Head VVVT e00-246- surcharee. LP also
•
3
0
5 available. 1-666-9252778; 1-800-366-6361
www.ivetonline_corn
*Big G Express INC is •Go home this weekexpanding!! Drivers riv- end, Run regionali
ing in a 50 mile radius $45/mule! Home most
of Louisville, Bowling weekends! Run dose to
Green or Lexington, KY home' Health, Dental,
call ioday for more Life Insurance! 401k!
Heartland
information 800-684- Stability!
Express
i -800-4419140 x2
4953 WWW.heartiandex*Delta Career Academy press.COM
Currently Enrolling local
Weekly
students for 16 day *Guaranteed
Class-A C.AL truck driv- Settlement Check Join
er training $800-$850 Wit-trans lease operaweekly avg starting tor program Get the
pay.
60
Second benefits of being a
Approval.
800-883- lease operator without
any of the nsk 8660171
229-8712 Must be 23
*Driver- $5K Sign-On
Bonus for Experienced *International
Truck
Teams Dry Van & Tamp Driving School located
Control. Sole Lanes in KY Now enrolling stuelse available OrOs & dents. Class-A COL
CDL-A Grads welcome Training
Job
Call
Covenant Assistance. Financing
i866)684-2519 EDE.
to try to help everyone.
-Driver CDL Class A&B
Clasees
Train
in
Kentucky. Employment
& Financier Assistance.
Truck America Training
State
866-244-3644
Training Dollars are
Available to Qualified
Applicants
-Driver- COL-A. PTL
Supports The Red
White A Blue. Students
with CDL Welcomeexcellent training. Co
Drivers Earn up to
Owner
46corn.
Operators
Earn
1.42cpm. No Forced
Noftheast. Co. Dryers
call: 888-PTI-DRIVE
0.0perators call: 888Power
PTL-DREAM
Only call. 888-PTL
DREAM
*AWI pi;
.corr

FREE
;Farzawiza

t
- lass Unite
Moilwag. Trinintaig

INE11.12111-.&_1111
flinekon

Ask'to,Mitch
270421-0906

CLASSIFIEDS
GET

i7 -1t1 • 293393-3794
1

JOE S JOBS

3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087
;
AkIrOdge & McCuiatori

SS. yews tori
latteriasit eonteeetor
Pter Eilaraftri
tayoinsaagea,
(27`0
1024
R'S
Construction
Pole Rams, Garages,
Additions, Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel Troyer
(270)804-6884

.
L

22" '6.14

LAWN Mowing, fall
ciean-up. leaf removal.
mulching. landscaping
Tina 293-7741
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service
Free estimates Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

AP
NEED a metal roof
installed? Call Damn at
270 752-0414
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
711 336-5288

ROOFING
16yrs
experience
1 year
labor guarantee Tear
off, nail over, homes
and repairs Free esti.
mates 227-5286

WEST
Calloway
County Development
Track Hoe, Dozer,
Backhoe work, Septic
systems. Top soil and
Gravel for sale. dere,ered. 270-210-3781,
270-559-2032.

lkso ads

placed in our
papor are

posted on our

twebsits for free!

Free winged kittens to
good home. Call
492-8606

Male dog tree to a
good home. Good with
kids. Part Husioe and
Chow. 270-227-9362.

11111aniellim

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for
Friday. Aug. 15. 2808:
You have a lot to he optimistic
about this year. The fruition of
many of your dreams becomes a
possibility, especially because of
better networking and interactions in general. You see what a
difference
socializing
and
expanding your universe makes.
You could be surprised by the
variety of opportunities that spin
off from the many good people
in your life. If you are single.
recognize that it will be your
choice to maintain that status.
Be realistic about someone who
knocks your socks off. If you are
attached, the two of you might
not see each other clearly. You
also may not care. AQUARIUS
remains a loyal friend.

your time. Make that clear to others as well. Tonight. Ever playful.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Pressure builds, and with
it, you are less likely to hear the
total story. When you are able,
close your door or, if possible,
work from home. Someone
keeps pushing for your time and
feedback. Listen more completely- Tonight: Screen calls and
relax.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** Though you might not
be exactly sure of details, con•
firm what you think is happening.
With another person, you finally
put a face on a protect, event or
meeting. A boss could be very
hard on you. Tonight: Speak your
mind ... diplomatically.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Expenses could be adding

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive; 3-Average: 2-So-so
1 -Difficult

up. Also, there might be a lessexpensive way. Ask questions
and get feedback. News from a
distance could be more important than you think Listen well to
news. Tonight. Take off as soon
as possible.

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
***** Others drive a hard
bargain -- they want you and
only you. A meeting might give
you great feedback. Confusion
surrounds friendship, goals and
a romantic or budding relationship. A child also might figure
into the picture. Tonight. In the
thitac of things.

TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You are on a roll and clearly know where you are going and
what needs to happen. Allow
greater give and take, while
remaining open to the many possibilities in your life. Do not allow
someone to drain you. Tonight: A
must appearance. You might
even like it.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Reach out to someone
at a distance. Your ability to sort
through information could be off.
Start worldrig now! Call
As a result, your perceptions
888-780-5539
could be cloudy. Defer to someone else. You are anchored and
Owner direct. Tonight: Hop on the com*Midwest
Needed' puter or find an expert.
Operators
$1 05 ALL miles No CANCER (June 21-July 22)
quall-corn. Generous
**** Work with individuals,
surcharge.
fuel
avoiding meetings if possible.
home
Guaranteed
weekends Permits, fuel You are able to see situations diftaxes paid. 2500-3000 ferently, and imparting that
Frontier knowledge needs to happen
mites.
slowly. People might have a hard
(800)991-6227
time "getting" it
Tonight
•elo
Truck
Driver Togetherness works.
Experience
Needed. LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Earn your CDL as you ***** Touch base with othdrive. Company- Paid
Driver Training. Work
for Wil-Trans Trucking
and be OTR in three
weeks 888-428-6374
Must be 23

gpxiai

• afialifteal HAUINIg.

AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Fab. 19)
***** You are all smiles. You
certainly have on rose-colored
glasses. Someone might be trying to break through your walls.
Realize your limits with a partner.
Don't even try to manipulate this
person It won't work, and it
could cause more of a problem.

Tonight: Start the weekend well,
tlscEs (Feb. 19-March 20)
** Take your time before you
start down a path. You might
want to do your own investigating or thinking. You discover that
if you say less, you learn a lot
more. Tap into this inevitable
source of information. Tonight
Get some extra sleep. YOU will

need the extra rest.
BORN TODAY
Actress Ethel Barrymore (1879),
iazz pianist Oscar Peterson
(1925), Emperor of France
Napoleon Bonaparte (1769)
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http:i/www.jacquellnebigar,com.

and when could separate you
from many_ Someone might be
pulling a number on you as this

person tnes not to give you the
scoop, be it personal or about or
a situation Commit to taking

By the 1950s. she was wowTHE VILLAGES. Fla. 1AP)
worldwide,
audiences
Betty Skelton Erde is 82 and ing
lives in a retirement community though her aviation future was
where many are content to putter limited. Had Erde been a man,
about in golf carts. Not Erde: an entire world of opportunity
She drives a blazing red would have opened.
Corvette to match her red hair
"I wanted very much to fly in
and really means it when she the Navy," she says. "But all
says, "I like fast cars."
they would do is laugh when I
An auto racing pioneer, Erde asked."
(Uhr-Dee) once was the fastest
In 1953, the man who began
woman on Earth, setting female the NASCAR circuit asked Erde
speed records at Daytona Beach to fly some auto racers from
and Utah's Bonneville salt flats Pennsylvania to North Carolina.
half a century ago. On She and Bill France became fast
Wednesday, she reaches a new friends.
milestone as only the fifth
In February 1954, at France's
woman inducted into the
invitation, Erde
went to
Motorsports Hall of Fame of
Daytona. She climbed into a
America in suburban Detroit.
Dodge sedan, went 105.88 mph
She also becomes the 174th on the beach — that's when
person honored; Erde will attend folks still raced on sand — and
the ceremony in which Champ set a stock car record.
Car driver Michael Andretti and
Erde had found her second
five other racing legends also are
love.
being inducted.
Automakers also discovered
Dozens of firsts art attached
a great spokeswoman: Erde
to her name: the auto industry's
became a Chevrolet employee
first female test driver, in 1954;
and set records with Corvettes,
the first woman to set a world
owning 10 in all.
land speed record in 1956 (145
In the 50s, she raced across
mph at Daytona Beach); and
then the world land speed record the South American Andes,
for women in 1965, hitting down Mexico's Baja Peninsula
and set records at the Chrysler
315.72 mph at Bonneville.
Oh, but did she tell you she proving grounds in Michigan.
"I would venture to say there
really started out as a female
is no other woman in the world
stunt pilot?
`To me, there's hardly any with all the attributes of this
remarked.
feeling in the world that can woman.- France once
equal the feeling of an airplane "The most impressive of them
when the wheels leave the all is her surprising and outstanding ever-present femininity,
ground," Erde said.
even when tackling a man's
Born in 1926 in Pensacola.
Erde was smitten by the aviation job-In 1959, at 33, she was the
bug early.
first woman to undergo NASA's
Spellbound, she watched physical and psychological tests
landings and takeoffs at the — the same that seven original
Naval Air Station, took lessons male astronauts were put
as a child and soloed at 12.
through. "I complained that
"Unfortunately, it was kind of NASA wasn't giving more
illegal. so I had to wait until I thought to women pilots," she
was 16 to tell anybody," she
said.
said, laughing.
But if Erde was aware of how
As a teenager, Erde flew
different she was for a woman at
when she could. After graduatthe time — unmarried, without
ing from high school in 1944,
children — she didn't show it.
she worked a night job and rent"I had to do what I wanted,"
ed planes by day.
she said.
One day. a man organizing a
At 39, Erde married a
local airshow invited her to perform. She didn't know any aero- Hollywood producer named
batics, but learned to roll and Donald Franlunan. They retired
in the 70s to Florida, where Erde
loop a plane in two weeks.
kept a seaplane docked outside
"You really learned what
their lakefront home.
excitement was then," she said.
Frankman died in 2001, when
She mastered dozens of
Erde cut back on flying.
tricks. Her signature move: cut"I just felt I wasn't as safe as
ting a ribbon strung between two
fishing poles with her propeller, 1 used to be." she said.
in 2005, she was married to
while flying upside down 10 feet
Dr. Allan Erde. a retired Navy
off the ground.
In 1948. she bought a rare surgeon. She also was inducted
Pitts Special — a lightweight, into the National Aviation Hall
red-and-white biplane suited for of Fame.
Now living for a year in her
aerobatics. But while Erde was
soaring in popularity, she also retirement community. Erde still
was a rarity — a young, beauti- longs for the cockpit of a plane.
ful woman in a male-dominated But she gets her speed fix by
watching Danica Patrick in the
world of death-defying stunts.
"She's one of the women who IndyCar Series and lives with
really pushed the boundaries." the satisfaction that she helped
said Dorothy Cochrane, curator open aviation and motorsports to
at young women.
of
general
aviation
Washington's National Air and
Said Erde, "It's been quite a
Space Museum,
ride.

Chicken a Go Go
We havt

been getting some
great
recipes
from
our
readers, we
would love

ers You hear a situation from
another side. You might find that

you have a lot to swallow. Also,
you might not be able to view the
big picture Think positively.
Tonight Sort through offers
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You might feel as if
everyone drops his or her work
or protect on your lap. Getting
out of work and starting the
weekend could be difficult
Consider skipping lunch and
heading out at a normal time.
Tonight: Know when enough is
enough
I-IBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Knowing what to do

What a ride: Woman,82,
inducted into HOF

True
Recipes

to thank all
of our readers.
Ms.

Tried &

Foster
wrote this
to us and
By Mi Mom we
agree
Mark Anderson
with
her
this is a simple yet great chicken recipe so give it a try has
my daughter said "this is a
keeper".
•••
Dear Mr. Mom,
My family loves this recipe.
I have a 3 year old that loves
the spinach inside the chicken,
which he rather have that than
the chicken. Veggies packets just
completes this recipe without taking up a kit of time. You can
prepare all of this in advance and
cook when you get home.
Hope you enjoy,
Leslie Foster

Chicken Parmesan Bundles
4 iJi cream cheese, softened
pkg. (10) frozen chopped
,pinach, thawed, and dreined
1 1/4 shredded low-moisture
mozzarella
cheese,
part-skim
divide
6 Tbs. grated parmesan cheese
divided
6 sm. boneless skinless chicken breast pounded to 1/4 thick
I large egg
10 Ritz crackers. crushed (about
1.'2 cup)
1 1/2 spaghetti sauce, heated
Preheat oven to 375. Mix cream
cheese. spinach, 1 cup of m)zzarella cheese and 3 Ths of
parmesan cheese until well blended; spread evenly onto chicken
breast. Starting at one of the short
ends of each breast, roll up chick
en tightly. Secure with toothpick.
Set aside.
Beat egg. Mix remaining 3
Tbs. Parmesan cheese and crackers crumbs. Dip chicken bundles
in egg and roll in crumbs mixture. Place seam side down in 9
x 13 sprayed baking dish.
Bake 30 min. or until chicken is cooked. Serve topped with
spaghetti settee and remaining 1/4

mozzarella cheese.
000

Yellow Squash,
Tomato, Onlon Packets
1 med, onion, shopped
2 med. yellow squash, cut into
1/4 thick slices
4 lg. plum tomatoes, quartered
1/4 c. chopped fresh basil
1/3 c. shredded parmesan
cheese
Preheat grill to med. high heat.
Place onions in center of (24 x
18) sheet of foil. Top with squash
and tomatoes. Sprinkle with basil.
Bnng up foil sides. Double fold
top and ends to seal. Grill 15
nun or until veggies are tender.
()pen lop of packets, sprinkle
veggies with cheese. Let stand 3
min or until cheese is melted.
Oven: Assemble foil
packets as directed. Place on baking sheet. Bake at 450 for 15
min. or until desire tenderness.
GOO

If you have a recipe to share
with our readers please e-mail
us at
mrmomniurray i,5 hellsouth.net or write Mangy Ledger
& Times. Attn. Mr. MOM. Our
column is all about recipes that
we all share.

